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What do we sell, and why do we sell it? 

“So,” we are frequently asked by traditional bibliophiles at antiquarian book fairs, “the items in your booth 
are fascinating, but does anyone actually collect these things?”  Of course, our answer is a resounding, 
“Yes! . . . if people didn’t buy these things, we wouldn’t be selling them.”  Often, after a moment or two, 
we are then asked, “But why do they collect these things?” . . . a fair question to ask of people who bill 
themselves as booksellers but actually specialize in selling personal narratives whether they be diaries, 
journals, correspondence, photograph albums, scrapbooks, or the like.   

We have thought a lot about this over the years and have come to realize that most of those who buy from 
us don’t consider themselves to be book collectors even though they may often buy collectible books.  
Rather, whether institutional or individual, they are thematic collectors—perhaps they collect topics 
related to their employment, a hobby, an institution, an interest, a region, a historical period, or even their 
family—and the things we sell, stories about some facet of their original owners’ lives, provide personal 
insights into interesting or important aspects of American life, history, or culture.  That is exactly what we 
are offering in this catalog. 

Terms of Sale  

Prices quoted are in U.S dollars. When applicable, we must charge sales tax.  Standard domestic shipping is 
at no charge.  International shipping charges vary.  All shipments are insured.  Reciprocal trade discounts 
are extended.  Established customers and institutions may be invoiced; all others are asked to prepay.  

If you are viewing this catalog on-line, the easiest way for you to complete a purchase is to click on the Item 
# or image associated with a listing.  This will open a link where you can complete your purchase.  We also 
accept credit cards, checks, and money orders. Bank transfers are accepted but will incur an additional fee.  

Any item may be returned for full refund for any reason if the return is initiated within ten days of a 
purchaser’s receipt and the item arrives back to us in the same condition as when originally shipped.  Prior 
notice of any return is appreciated.  Return shipping costs will be paid by the buyer. All items are guaranteed 
as described.  If a recognized authority finds an item or signature not to be genuine, the original purchaser 
may return the item at any time for a full refund including all shipping costs.  

Regards, Kurt and Gail 

______________________ 

Kurt and Gail Sanftleben 
Montclair, VA 22025 
Email: info@read-em-again.com 
Phone: 703-580-6946 
Website: read-em-again.com 
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1. [AFRICAN-AMERICANA] Two Madison County, Tennessee slave documents: 1) an 1849 bond pledging the auction of three 
slaves to meet a civil judgment against the slaves’ owner, and 2) a slave sale promissory note written to come due on 1 
January 1863, the day that President Lincoln would issue the Emancipation Proclamation.  Madison County, Tennessee: 1849 
and 1862. 

The 1849 partially-printed bond, 
measuring 8” x 11.25”, is in nice 
shape with some light marginal 
toning, edge-wear, and expected 
storage folds.  Docketing on the 
reverse.  It was signed on October 18 
by A. McBryde who agreed that to 
meet his financial obligation of 
$1,140.01 to A. G. Welcher  

“The following property, of the 
following value, to-wit: bound as 
following – Two negro boys – 
valued at Twelve hundred dollars 
- - negro woman valued at 500. 
Dollars . . . shall [be] delivered . . . 
at Jackson in said county, on the 
20 day of Nov 1849 to Jno R. Syks 
Shff then and there to be sold to 
satisfy said judgment and costs. . 
. .” 

That the names of the three slaves 
are never mentioned in the 
document is starkly telling evidence 
that when it came down to business, 
African-American slaves were often 
considered to be no different than 
any other type of chattel. 

The 1862 manuscript promissory 
note, measuring 8.25” x 6”, is in nice 
shape, also with some light marginal 
toning, edge-wear, and expected 
storage folds.  There is docketing on 
the reverse from when it was signed 
on 28 May 1862  by B. J. Malone and 
Samuel C. Lancaster who promised to 
pay R. T. Adams $1,010,  

“the balance owed on one Slave 
Lewis age 30 value 1200” not 
later than “the 1st day of January 
1863,”  

the same day that President Lincoln would issue the Emancipation Proclamation.  Interestingly, that would not have freed Lewis.  
The proclamation only declared that the slaves in Confederate States not under Union control were freed.  Although Tennessee 
had seceded, at the time it had been forcefully returned to the Union and was almost entirely under a Union government. 
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2. [AFRICAN-AMERICANA] [PHILATELY] A slave-carried letter from an associate of John C. Calhoun to a Circuit Court Judge 
describing the growing insolence and violence, among local slaves in Virginia.  Richard K. Crallé.  Lynchburg, Virginia: 1850. 

This folded, slave-mail letter measures 16” x 10” unfolded.  Dated, 
“Lynchburg Jany 14th 1850,” addressed to “The Hon. F Saunders, 
Flat Creek” and delivered “By Daniel.”  Nice shape; two small holes.  

This letter from Richard Crallé was in response to problems Judge 
Saunders was having with his slave, Shadrack, who was apparently 
a leased worker in Lynchburg.  After offering assistance, Crallé 
begins a long essay about slaveholding problems reading in part:  

For all of the places in the Union . . . this is the very worst for 
negroes.  The intimacy – the apparent equality between them 
and the masses of whites; – especially the free intercourse kept 
up in the Factories, must . . . lead to evil Consequences of more 
magnitude.  It is next to impossible to keep servants in order, 
even in the best regulated private families.  The general 
relaxation of discipline . . . has assumed here its very worst 
form, and I am sure it cannot last much longer without the 
gravest mischief. . . .  A fellow belonging to W. W. Clairborn, 
attempted twice to kill a white man; – and very nearly 
succeeded in both instances.  A fortunate blow with a pocket 
knife alone saved the life of the white, by killing instantly the 
negro, who was upon him.  There is scarcely a week passes here 
without some outrage; – and if this wretched system of half 
slavery and half freedom be allowed to pass unrestrained, I 
know not what to expect.   

I will endeavor to find out whether Shadrack has any purpose 
to change his master . . . for it is common practice of the Traders here, when they see a likely negro to make attempts on his 
integrity and to seduce him from the allegiance due his master.  This is an every day practice.  I was astounded some time 
ago when told . . . that a young girl I had brought down from the mountains, had declared that she meant to have a white 
man for her husband.  This, after many instances of insolence, finally terminated in her positive refusal to do what her mistress 
ordered; – and the bold declaration that she . . . desired to be sold. . . .  I ought to have given her a hundred lashes . . . but 
hoping to alarm her made a conditional sale to one of the Traders, – designing if she showed any repentance to take her back.  
In a week or two, however, she appeared in a rich figured silk dress – and boasted she had succeeded, and was a white man’s 
wife.  To such a state of things have we come!  These things are now too common to attempt correction.  Two more of our 
house servants have since expressed the same wish to be sold; – but I am determined to give them the lash; and . . . put them 
under the overseer at the farm -  I have but little doubt that the Traders have been at work on Shadrack. . . . 

From all I hear from Washington, the Union is in imminent danger.  The Abolitionists . . . and the eternal agitation . . . must 
inevitably lead to the most serious consequences.  Our negroes have become fully aware of what is going on – and if some 
stop is not put to it, we shall surely be involved in a servile war. . . .  If I could I would seize the present favorable opportunity 
to get rid of every one I own, except a few in the House.  

Crallé was a wealthy farmer, a former Washington DC newspaper editor, and an intimate associate of John C. Calhoun.  
Additionally he patented a salt refining process to be used by his father-in-law, John J. Cabell, at his salt factory located in the 
Kanawha Salines.  Salt mining was a major industry in what was then western Virginia, and almost ninety percent of its 2,000 
workers were leased slaves; the remainder, poor whites.  Although the work was unpleasant and arduous, the salt-slaves had 
considerable freedom to roam at large, associate with whom they pleased, receive pay for work that exceeded expectations, live 
as equals in shanties alongside their white counterparts, and access news from free states brought by steamboats.  Also, inter-
racial relationships were apparently accepted if not common.  Some owners were sexually active with their female workers, and 
at least one, Sameul I. Cabell, no doubt a relative of Crallé’s father-in-law, “married” a slave and raised a large mixed-race family.  
When the factories closed for Christmas, the relatively worldly salt-workers returned to their masters’ homes and plantations 
where they had an immense influence upon the behavior of local slaves. This, in turn, caused considerable anger among those 
slaves’ owners, and it is safe to suggest a good part of the anger and anxiety expressed in Crallé’s letter stems from this dynamic. 

Quite a statement of its time.  Slave-carried mail is very scarce, and letters describing the effect of liberalized slave-holding 
practices are even more uncommon.   As of 2018, nothing else similar is in the trade; OCLC shows no similar letters held by 
institutions, and there are no auction records listed at ABPC or the Rare Book Hub for other similar items.   
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3. [AFRICAN-AMERICANA] [CRIME] Court Summons for a man accused of raping another man’s slaves.  Charges brought 
against William E. Ellis by Isaiah Fogg and Nancy Huntonian.  Montgomery County, Tennessee: 1855. 

The summons, measuring 7.5” x 6”, is in nice shape with some light edge-wear and toning.  Docketing on the reverse.   

It was issued by the Sheriff of Montgomery County, Tennessee on March 2, 1855, and receipt was acknowledged by Ellis on 
August 28, 1855.  The summons orders Ellis to appear in court on 2 September, 1855.  Docketing on the reverse reads, 

“Plaintiff charges Defendant with cohabitating with his slaves and wants him stopped from trespassing on his property.  Court 
grants request.” 

The use of the words ‘cohabitation’ and ‘trespassing’ in this document should not be taken as an acknowledgement that Ellis had 
either set up a household with one of Fogg’s slaves nor that the sexual relations were consensual; those words were simply 
euphemisms.   As noted in Milewski’s Litigating Across Color Lines,  

“Although a slave had no protection against rape by her own master, very occasionally a slave might have limited protection 
against rape by others. . . .  The Bondswoman’s status as property meant the law treated the rape of one man’s slave by 
another white man as a trespass against the slave woman’s master rather than a crime against the woman herself. . . . [The 
only state with an exception to this rule was Georgia where] raping a woman, whether slave or free [was illegal.  Also,] 
occasionally free black women could bring charges against slaves or other free people of color for rape.” 

An understated, but powerful, document evidencing lack of any understanding that slaves, especially female, slaves were 
anything but chattel.  As of 2018, nothing similar is for sale in the trade nor are any similar auction records at ABPC or the Rare 
Book Hub.  Although OCLC identifies no similar documents, it is possible some may exist in civil and criminal case files held at 
some institutions. 
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4. [AFRICAN-AMERICANA] [LAW] An Estate Appraisal including a “List of Articles Negroes” (19 slaves).  Conducted by H. Gunn 

and John G. Smith for the estate of Cornelius English.  Gadsden County, [Florida]: 1856. 

This two-page “appraisement” measures 8” x 12.5” 
and is in very nice condition with only some light 
edge-wear. 

The total value of English’s estate, which included a 
land “claim on Forbes Purchase,” cattle, horses, 
hogs, tools, household goods, payments due, and 
slaves, was $11,762 (approximately $320,000 in 
2018 dollars).   

Interestingly, over 80% of the estate’s value was in 
its 19 slaves: Robert, Charlotte & child, Caroline & 
child, Miney & two children, Warren, David, Amos, 
Peter, Hariett, Handy, Squire, Jacob, Israel, Manny, 
and Daniel. 

English was born 1767 in South Carolina but had 
apparently relocated to Montgomery County, 
either North Carolina or Georgia, with his parents 
sometime before 1800.  He first married in 1805 in 
Tattnall County, Georgia, to his first cousin, Nancy, 
a widow with four children (Elizabeth, Jane, 
Thomas, and Nancy).  Together, they had two more 
children.  Shortly after Nancy died in 1812, her 16-
year-old daughter, Elizabeth (Cornelius’s step-
daughter and first cousin, once-removed) appeared 
in court because she was pregnant and unmarried.  
Although she did not name the child’s father, 
Cornelius posted bond and committed to raise the 
child. About six months later at the time of the  birth 
of Elizabeth’s baby, both she and Cornelius were 
charged with “fornication.”  (Apparently, at the 
time is was legal to marry or have carnal knowledge 
of a first cousin or an orphaned step-child in 
Georgia, but similar contact with a niece or nephew 
was not.)  The case dragged on for a number of 
years but was finally dismissed on a legal 
technicality regarding the composition of the 
original grand jury.  Cornelius and Elizabeth 
continued to have children (eventually ten), and 
relocated to Lowndes County in 1827 where 
Cornelius became a Justice of the Peace. Around 
1845, the couple moved to Gadsden County, 
Florida, where they established a plantation on the 
contentious “Forbes Purchase.” When Cornelius 
died intestate in 1855, squabbles about its distribution erupted among family members and close family friends, and it appears 
that the court ordered the sale of the estate’s sale and the distribution of proceeds to the heirs. 

The Forbes Purchase was 1.4 million acres of Florida panhandle land acquired through purchase, land grant, and treaty by John 
Forbes and his brother between 1804 and 1812.  In 1817, the land was sold to two business men named Carnochan and Mitchel, 
who formed the Apalachicola Land Company. Title to the land was hotly contested and many of the regions first settlers 
contended that the land was actually unclaimed public property.  Apparently, Cornelius was one of them.   
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5. [AFRICAN-AMERICANA] [MILITARY & WAR] Identified CDV photograph of an African-American Confederate soldier, 
William “Billy” McDuffie (known in old age as “Uncle Billy Rose”), accompanied by a letter written by his master, Albert 
Elmore, informing his sister, Grace Elmore, that Billy was recuperating and would soon be returning home from the 
Manassas battlefield.  Camp Butler, Tudor Hall, Virginia to Columbia, South Carolina: 1861. 

The cdv, picturing an African-American man wearing a suit and string tie, is faintly 
identified in pencil below the portrait, “Billy – / William McDuffie / So Car”. The 
card is backmarked “W. S. Lee, / Artist, / Columbia, S. C.”  The two-page letter is 
datelined “Camp Butler Dec 4th.”  Its envelope is addressed to “Miss Grace B. 
Elmore / Columbia / So. Car.” and signed “A. R. Elmore / Hampton’s Legion / S. C. 
Vo.”  It bears an early use of the semicircular “Due 10” handstamp (the postage 
cost to be paid by the recipient for letters sent over 500 miles) that was provided 
to the Tudor Hall post office in November.  Pencil docketing indicates it was 
received on 8 December 1861.  A transcript of the letter will be provided. 

Although Albert Elmore would later serve as a Sergeant Major of the 7th South 
Carolina Infantry and a Lieutenant in the Charleston Light Dragoons, at the time of 
this letter he was a private in Hampton’s Legion which had been formed primarily 
from members of South Carolina’s leading families.  In this letter, Elmore notifies 
his sister that both Billy and their cousin were recovering, possibly from wounds, 
but just as likely an illness as at the time it was frightfully cold and the troops were 
lacking bedding. 

“Cousin Ben is going to Richmond in a few days and will take Billy with him, 
and send him on home.  Cousin Ben is a great deal better and so is Billy.  Billy 
is out and walking all about. . . .  The weather is very cold, we had a good big 
snow yesterday and it has cleared off today, but is very windy, and very cold.  
I have never received my blankets Mother sent to me. . .” 

As reported in a Cowan’s auction, the cdv was positively identified by the 
Confederate Record Room in Columbia, South Carolina, and 
records show that Billy was owned by a former governor of 
South Carolina, George McDuffie and served as a valet to the 
family of a prominent South Carolina politician and banker, 
Frank H. Elmore, the father of Albert and Grace.  Billy was no 
stranger to military service for the state of South Carolina.  In 
addition to serving Albert Elmore at the First Battle of 
Manassas (First Bull Run), he fought with the 1st South Carolina 
Volunteers (Richland Rifles) as reported in an Athens Daily 
Banner obituary from May 28, 1901,   

“He went as a drummer to the Seminole war in 1836, to 
the Mexican war, and to the civil war.  He volunteered to 
go to Cuba. . . .  He was a courier on the staff of Governor 
McSweeney and an honorary sergeant in a local white 
military company.  He brought back General Pierce Butler’s 
body from Mexico and General Bragg’s back from 
Fredricksburg. . . .  [He] beat the muffled drum at [John C.] 
Calhoun’s funeral.  He was buried . . . with military honors.” 

Grace Elmore wrote about Billy in her wartime diary, published 
as The Heritage of Woe: The Civil War Diary of Grace Brown 
Elmore, 1861-1868 (University of Georgia Press, 1997).  In it, 
she described the mutual devotion between Billy and his 
master as well as his making a post-war trip home to visit “his 
white folks.” 

Extremely scarce.  As of 2018 nothing similar is in the trade nor 
held by and institution per OCLC.  The Rare Book Hub reports one sale of a tintype of an African-American Confederate soldier, 
and several years ago this cdv and letter were offered, but not sold, at a Cowan’s auction. 
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6. [AFRICAN-AMERICANA] [FARMING] [RAILROADS] Photograph album documenting a trip from Ohio to deliver three train-
car loads of cattle to a North Carolina plantation.  Compiled by Mansel Plumley.  Ohio, Virginia, and North Carolina: 1917. 

The album measures 7” x 5.5” and 
contains 35 corner-mounted b/w 
photographs (3.25” x 2.25”), all 
captioned in white ink.  The 
photographs and album are in very 
nice shape. 

This album chronicles a two-week 
journey in November of 1917 taken 
by three Ohio men (Mansel 
Plumley, A. M. Collins, and A. L. 
Bailey), each escorting a train car 
load of cattle to a North Carolina 
plantation near Raleigh owned by 
N. A. Connell.  After the three train 
cars joined together at Springfield, 
they traveled south on the Norfolk 
and Western Railway crossing the 
Ohio River at Kenova (Ken for 
Kentucky, O for Ohio, and Va for 
Virginia).  Connell raised bulls, 
fodder, corn, and cotton on his 
4,000 acre farm. 

The album is arranged chronologically.  Highlights include: 

The stock cars crossing the Ohio River Bridge at Kenova,  

The train’s brakeman laying trackside torpedoes to warn a following freight train of their presence, 

The men’s living quarters inside the caboose, 

Two of the men standing on the caboose’s rear platform, 

African-Americans driving tractors and oxcarts at the Connell farm, 

Cotton fields and African-American cotton pickers, 

The plantation’s big house, mule barn, cotton gin, spinning machine, and cotton bales. 

A unique illustrated personal account of interstate train travel and a visit to a North Carolina cotton plantation. 

As of 2018, nothing similar for sale in the trade; no similar institutional holdings listed at OCLC, and no auction records of similar 
albums identified by ABPC nor the Rare Book Hub. 

$500  Read’Em Again Books #9014 
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7. [AFRICAN-AMERICANA] Multi-generational photographs of an African American family.  Unknown compiler.  Chowan-

Perquimans, North Carolina: ca 1918 – 1970. 

91 photographs ranging in size from 1.5” x 2” to 5” x 3”; two 

are in color, the rest black and white.   

35 photographs are from the late 1910s through the 

1930s, and all are glued to heavily worn, disbound album 

pages. Most are captioned, some with complete names.  

Most have significant wear.   

44 photographs are from the 1940s. Some have very brief 

captions.  They are attached by mounting corners to 

disbound pages in a 10” x 7” album.   

Nine are from the 1950s.  They are mounted in two comb-

bound drugstore booklets.  All are in nice shape; none are 

captioned.  

Three are from the 1960s or very early 1970s; two are 

loose, and one is glued in a small folder from Mr. Sy’s 

Casino in Las Vegas.   

There are also two pieces of ephemera: a 1932 memorial 

clipping from a newspaper and a single-leaf church program 

from 1963. 

This multi-generational lot of family photographs was purchased at 

Edenton, North Carolina.  The earliest photograph is of a young man 

in a World War One army uniform and the most recent are color 

images of a young woman in a graduation robe and a middle-age 

woman taken at Sy’s Casino. 

Most of the images are portraits (of both children and adults), 

however there are also shots small groups of people in front of 

homes, on bicycles, in gardens, on sidewalks, playing basketball, with a 

school bus, etc.  Some captions provide interesting comments about the 

subject, e.g., one of a dapper young man is labeled “very lonesome,” and 

another man’s is annotated “whiskey drinker.” 

Various surnames appear in the album including Felton (most frequent), 

Routree, Staton, Wind, Lowe, Green, Privott, Skinner, Drummond, and 

Wade.  Census records show one individual as living in Chowan, North 

Carolina and another as born in North Carolina but working in 

Washington, DC as a government messenger.  The church program is from 

Hertford, North Carolina, and one photo is labeled, “Edenton.” Hertford 

is in Chowan County, and Edenton is less than 15 miles distant.  

$500  Read’Em Again Books #9047  
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8. [AFRICAN-AMERICANA] [EDUCATION] Young African-American women’s graduation memory book from Sumner High 
School, the first high school for African-American students west of the Mississippi River.  Compiled by Georgia Marie 
Bodkins.  St. Louis: 1936. 

This loose-leaf, ring-bound memory book contains 84 pages of 
which 44 were used by Ms. Bodkins to collect faculty and student 
autographs, record information about her school, and mount 
ephemera.  Contents are in nice shape; the cover has some wear. 

Sumner High School was the first school for African-American 
students to open west of the Mississippi.  It was established in 1875 
and named after the famous abolitionist senator from 
Massachusetts, Charles H. Sumner.  Some of its well-known alumni 
include Arthur Ashe, Chuck Berry, Dick Gregory, and Tina Turner. 

Georgia Bodkins, an honor student and possibly the valedictorian, 
graduated from Sumner in 1936.  She went on to attend the Illinois 
Business College, an integrated school in Springfield, after which she 
worked for many years as the Business Office’s 
Secretary/Accountant at Lincoln University, a historically black 
public land-grant university locate in Jefferson City, Missouri.  She, 
together with her husband Robert Cureton, established an endowed 
band scholarship at Lincoln that still exists today.   

Album highlights include: 

A history of Sumner High School written by Ms. Bodkins, 

A glowing full-page note to Ms. Bodkins from Sumner’s third 
African-American principal, George D. Brantley, 

Over fifty just as impressive shorter notes from Sumner faculty 
and staff, 

Handwritten lyrics to “Sumner Loyalty 
(football song)” and the school’s Alma 
Mater, 

Words to three Sumner Yells: Bulldog 
Grip (the Sumner mascot is a bulldog), 
Ve-Vo, and Locomotive, 

Handwritten info about school’s 
student council and its National 
Honor Society chapter,  

Autographs and notes from almost 
fifty Sumner students (haven’t 
checked these to see if any became 
famous), 

Various ephemera including:  

A final report card, 
commencement program and 
graduation card, 

A printed invitation to attend the an annual riverboat excursion with graduates from all of the St. Louis area African-
American High Schools (Douglass - Webster Groves, Lincoln - East St. Louis, Vashon - St. Louis, Alton - Alton Illinois, 
Dunbar- Kinloch, Washington Vocational - St. Louis) and Stowe Teacher’s College (an African-American school),  

A letter from Drake University encouraging Ms. Bodkins to apply for a scholarship,  

Newspaper clippings and photographs in which Ms. Bodkins is mentioned or shown,  

A graduation dance ticket, and a handwritten invitation to a dancing party at the home of Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Smith. 

$800 Read’Em Again Books #9016 
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9. [AFRICAN-AMERICANA] [MILITARY & WAR] African-American soldier’s Persian Gulf Command photo album from World 
War Two.  Compiled by William Ruffin.  Iran: [1943-1945]. 

The 10” x 12.5” album contains approximately 135 photographs, six 
postcards, and several pieces of ephemera.  About 90 are mounted in the 
album with photo corners; the remainder are enclosed loose in a small green 
folder titled, “Album Prints: The South’s Finest Camera Shops.”  About 65 of 
the photos show soldiers in Ruffin’s unit in Iran; a dozen are tourist 
snapshots of Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Teheran, and Bagdad; and 11 are from 

a post-war 1945 
wedding of a soldier 
in Watts, California.  
The remainder are 
pre- and post-war 
images of family and 
friends.  The photos 
are in nice shape, 
most are captioned in 
ink.  The ephemera 
includes a menu from 
the Café Mondegar in 
Bombay, India, and a 
50-year membership 
certificate from the Richmond Virginia Sunday School Union.  The 
commercial album has almost no wear; its bears the title, “Persian Gulf 
Command / Iran” and features a stamped, color illustration of the Persian 
Gulf Command insignia. 

The photos of Ruffin’s unit 
include portraits of friends, 
casual posed shots of men in 
front of buildings and with 
vehicles or “natives,” soldiers 
relaxing (a football game, 
drinking beer, etc.).  Several 
are of “Rock,” a Persian Gulf 

Command champion boxer who was apparently in Ruffin’s unit.  Several also show an 
African-American woman in uniform, but it is likely she was with a U.S.O. tour rather 
than one of the few black nurses assigned to the command. 

In 1942, the United States established the forerunner of the Persian Gulf Command 
in British-Russian occupied Iran specifically to transport war equipment and supplies 
to ensure the Soviet Union was able to survive and repulse Hitler’s massive Eastern 
attack.  Only 30,000 American troops, including about 5,000 in African-American 
transport and quartermaster units, supported the effort.  They were garrisoned in 36 
different camps and kept the supply lines open using specially constructed railroads 
and highways at a cost of $100 million (about $1.5 billion in today’s dollars).  The 
command moved over 200,000 trucks and many more thousands of aircraft, tanks, 
and combat vehicles as well as 4 million tons of ammunition, petroleum, and other 
war supplies over barren, rugged, and mountainous terrain through temperatures 
ranging from well below 0 to well over 100 degrees Fahrenheit.  Without this life-line 
it was long accepted as gospel that the Soviet Union would have been knocked out of 
the war, however military historian, David Glantz, believes that the Red Army could have prevailed without the support although 
it would have taken up to another eighteen months. 

Very scarce and far less common than African-American World War Two photograph albums from the Pacific or European 
theaters.  As of 2017, OCLC shows only five Persian Gulf Command photograph albums held by institutions, none of which are 
from African-American units or feature African-American soldiers.  Nothing similar is for sale in the trade, and ABPC and the Rare 
Book Hub shows no auction results for any Persian Gulf Command photographs. 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Book #9035  
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10. [APHRODESIACS] [ETHNOBOTANY & PHARMACOGNOSY] [MEDICINE & NURSING] Drugs and Medicines of North 
America . . . Historical and Scientific Discussion of the . . . Medicinal Plants of North America: Their Constituents, Products 
and Sophistications.   Volume 1 (complete) along with Lloyd Brothers medicine bottles.  J. U. [John Uri] and C. G. [Curtis 
Gates] Lloyd.  Cincinnati: J. U. & G. C. Lloyd, Press of Robert Clarke & Co., 1884-1886. 

Complete with all nine softcover issues totaling 304 
pages (including b/w plates) plus advertisements. 
Each issue has its original cover and measures 7.5” x 
10.5”.  They are housed in the publisher’s decorated 
hardcover chemise.  The journals are in very nice 
shape with only some minor edge-wear to the 
covers.  Minor shelf-wear and soiling to the chemise 
which has bright, crisp lettering and decorations.   

Also included are four 5” Lloyd Brothers medicine 
bottles: Cantharis (Spanish Fly), Pulsatilla, 
Stramonium, and Asclepias.  The bottle labels show 
some wear; three are stoppered with old corks. 

The Lloyd Brothers were leaders the American 
Eclectic Medicine movement, which championed 
the use of medicinal plants and physical therapy, 
and was very popular in the 19th and first half of the 
20th Centuries.  Curtis had extensive experience as a 
botanist, and John was the firm’s chief researcher 
and pharmaceutical developer.  The company was 
closely allied with the Eclectic Medical Institute, also 
located in Cincinnati.  Each issue of their journal 
highlighted two or more plants and provided 
scholarly articles about their medicinal use.  The 
journal contained advertisements for books and 
medical products, including the Lloyd Brothers “Specific Medicines.” 

The Specific Medicines, the firm’s leading product line, were highly concentrated tinctures extracted, mostly from plants, by 
maceration or percolation that were used by pharmacists to compound physician ordered prescriptions.  Many of these 
concentrations were quite dangerous, and two of the bottles in this lot are labeled as poison.  Pulsatilla, a genus of prairie flowers 

used as a sedative and treatment for menstrual problems, is 
highly toxic in concentrated doses and can induce abortions.  
Asclepias, milkweed, was used to induce sweating in order to 
eliminate body waste believed to cause chest and abdominal 
pain; it is highly toxic when concentrated, and some South 
American tribes used it to poison arrows.  Stramonium, 
jimsonweed or nightshade, is a powerful poison that was 
used as an opioid antidote and to relieve constrictions of the 
throat; it also can induce delirium, tachycardia, amnesia, and 
bizarre behavior.  Cantharsis, ground Spanish Fly (blister 
beetle), is also a powerful poison and alleged aphrodisiac; it 
was to be used as “a stimulant to the urinary apparatus.”   

The outsides of the bottles have been thoroughly washed, 
however we have not removed the corks; you should not 
remove them either, and certainly do not taste or touch or 
even think about tasting or touching any residue; no, not 
even the Spanish Fly. 

$500  Read’Em Again Books #9037  
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11. [AUTOMOBILES] [BUSINESS & COMMERCE]  Collection of photographs documenting an early U. S. Toyota dealer’s trip to 
Japan to be part of the celebration recognizing the five millionth car to roll off its assembly line.  Said to have been from a trip 
taken by Byrl S. Kline an automobile dealer from Lebanon, Pennsylvania.  Pennsylvania, California and Japan: 1968. 

This collection of 20 b/w and color 
photographs ranges in size from 
4.25” x 3” to 9” x 7.5”.   

11 snapshots picture the dealer 
and his wife interacting with 
their hosts in Japan.   

One large b/w image shows all 
of the U.S. dealers who were 
attending the event posing 
before a Japanese Air Lines 
airplane at Los Angeles and 
holding a large sign that reads, 
“JAL Welcomes Toyota Jet Away 
to Japan Oct. 23, 1968”. 

One mid-size b/w image shows all of the U.S. dealers posing in a 
reception room in Japan.  It is captioned “Compliments of Japan Travel 
Bureau in Kyoto 1968”. 

One large color image, dated “1968. 10. 29” shows the group posing in 
front of Toyota’s headquarters building. 

Five of the large images show Toyota facilities in Japan.  Four have 
separate caption slips; one caption slip is missing: 

“Cylinder blocks machining line in Kamigo Engine Plant.” 

“Assembly line of Corona Mark II at Motomachi Plant.” 

“High Speed Test Track on the outskirts of Mt. Fuji.” 

A lot of new Coronas waiting to be loaded onto a cargo ship, and  

“Shaking hands in front of the 5,000,000 car are Mr. Ishida, 
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Toyota Motor (left) and Mr. 
Kamiya, President of Toyota Motor Sales (right).” 

At the time, Toyota was a relative small company, and although it first began 
selling automobiles, the Toyopet and Land Cruiser, in the U.S. in 1958, 
neither sold well.  The first six-passenger “Americanized” Toyota, the Tiara 
(later renamed Corona) was introduced in 1964 and sold for under $2,000.  
Although reputed to be quite comfortable for a small car, able to reach 90 
mph when going downhill, and offering optional automatic transmission and 
air conditioning, the Coronas’ paint jobs were thin, and the cars were 
notorious rust buckets.  By 1968, when Toyota sold its five millionth car, only 
71,000 of them had been sold in the United States.    

These photographs are said to have collected been by Byrl S. Kline, a 
Lebanon, Pennsylvania automobile dealer, and his wife when they traveled 
with this group of U.S. Toyota dealers.  A newspaper search shows that Kline was, indeed, a car dealer, but all of his advertising 
was for a Plymouth dealership in Lebanon and a foreign car dealership in West Lawn that sold Mercedes Benz and BMWs.  At the 
same time, Lebanon newspaper advertisements and advertising ephemera show a repair shop, Lehman’s Garage, as the only 
place in the city selling Toyotas and that a company named Performance Motors was selling Toyotas in West Lawn by around 
1970.  Interestingly, Kline’s dealership advertisements stop in 1968 before the trip to Japan.  Perhaps, Kline also owned or was 
associated with Lehman’s Garage and/or Performance Motors, and he sold his Plymouth, Mercedes, and BMW franchises before 
making the trip.  Regardless, this collection of photographs provides a fine visual record of the Toyota’s earliest efforts to enter 
the U.S. automobile market. 

$250  Read’Em Again Books #9056
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12. [AUTOMOBILES] [SOAP BOX DERBY] Photographic archive documenting a boy’s three-year Soap Box Derby competition 
career to include participation in the national All-American Soap Box Derby finals at Akron, Ohio.  Assembled by David 
Brenstuhl and family.  Lancaster and Akron Ohio: 1969-1970. 

This archive contains approximately 150 photographs ranging in size from 2.25” x 
2.75” to 8” x 10”.  Most are b/w (about 30) and color (about 110) 3.5” square or 
3.5” x 5” snapshots.  The others are all b/w and include official “photo finish” shots 
and professional publicity photos.  Also included is a letter with a xerographic 
image of another racer and his car.  All are in nice shape; about a half dozen of the 
snapshots have faded and similar number are blurred.  A few of the images have 
notations in the margins on their reverse. A few also have insignificant paper 
remnants on their reverse, presumably from a scrapbook. 

Based on some photo dates, Brenstuhl competed in Soap Box Derby competitions 
between 1968 and 1970 when he twice won the city championship for Lancaster 
which qualified him to compete in the national All-American Soap Box Derby held 
annually in July at Derby Downs in Akron, Ohio. 

These photographs capture David and his family’s involvement in the competition 
process, various cars, travel, race starts and finishes, cars speeding down derby 
hills, spectators at local events and packing the grandstands at Derby Downs, 
celebrity involvement, ceremonies and award dinners, trophy presentations, etc. 
including: 

Two color snapshots from a party showing the 1969 
national champion, Steve Souter of Texas, and the first 
national champion from 1934, Robert Turner, 

An inscribed xerographic image of the 1970 national 
champion, Sam Gupton, and his racer sent by Gupton 
following the championship complimenting Brenstuhl 
on his car and racing, 

Parade snapshots of celebrities participating in the 
1969 national championship: Joanne Worley from 
Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, John Havlicek of the 
Boston Celtics, Hugh O’Brien from Wyatt Earp, actor-
singer Noel Harrison, Lorne Greene from Bonanza, and 
hometown basketball star, Gus Johnson from the 
Baltimore Bullets.  Also one of Greene climbing into the 
grandstand and at the dinner. 

One snapshot of the 1969 America’s Junior Miss (the 
title was changed to Distinguished Young Woman in 2010 to help differentiate it from beauty pageants) riding in a parade car 
and what I think may be a few more with Brenstuhl. 

An 8” x 10” publicity photograph of the three participants of the 1970 celebrity race held along with the national 
championship:  Lloyd Hughes from Room 222, James Drury from The Virginian, and Apollo 13 Astronaut Dick Gordon, who 
apparently won the event since he is holding the Oil Can Trophy. 

A terrific visual record of what at the time was a major annual competition that generated considerable national interest.  Two 
years later the Derby lost Chevrolet as its primary sponsor for being “outdated and too expensive.” It also lost its innocence the 
following year, when the national champion was disqualified after the discovery that his engineer uncle had doctored the racer’s 
tires with a solution to reduce rolling resistance and installed a hidden electromagnetic device that pulled the car forward when 
the starting paddle receded.  At the time, the Akron prosecutor compared the cheating to another then current scandal involving 
Marilyn Chambers, “It's like discovering that your Ivory Snow girl has made a blue movie.”  

As of 2018, nothing similar is for sale in the trade, and no similar archives have sold at auction per ABPC or Rare Book Hub.  OCLC 
shows two institutions have much smaller groupings related to local races and the Akron-Summit Public Library has a 450 item 
collection including artifacts, films, documents, and official photos, but apparently not much in the in the way of vernacular 
photos from a competitor’s viewpoint. 

$600  Read’Em Again Books #9057 
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13. [AVIATION] [BUSINESS & COMMERCE] [EDUCATION] [WOMEN & GIRLS] A Large four-binder, five-decade collection of 

TWA (Transcontinental and Western Air, later Trans World Airline) hostess school photographs and ephemera.  Kansas City: 

Trans World Airlines, 1930s-1970. 

The archive consists of one official TWA 3-ring binder with training 
and publicity photographs featuring hostesses (TWA’s official term 
for stewardesses until the mid-1970s), one red 3-ring binder with 
student hostess class photographs from 1943-1946, one official TWA 
3-ring binder with student hostess class photographs from 1956-
1960, and one instructor’s scrapbook filled with articles, clippings, 
and photographs about TWA hostesses and pursers (TWA’s official 
term for male flight attendants until the mid-1970s) training.  About 
350 items in the four binders; photos range in size from 5” x 4” to 8” 
x 10”.  The contents are in very nice shape.  Hostesses in almost all of 
the class photos are identified.  Some of the class photos have been 
punched to fit in the binders; some have rosters or notes attached.  
The binders show wear and soiling. 

This is an amazing photographic record of what was without a doubt 
the most glamorous and exciting job open to women throughout 
most of the 20th-century.  Although TWA was not the first airline to 
hire female cabin attendants, its hostesses (although those of Pan 
American Airways were a close second) were considered to be the 
best-trained, capable, sophisticated, knowledgeable, and attractive.  
Job requirements were restrictive (unmarried, 5’2” to 5’9”, 20-30 
years of age, weight proportional to height, high school diploma, 
attractive, and willing to comply with grooming and dress 
requirements).  Still, for many, it was a dream job.   Even Patricia 
Ireland, a former stewardess and past-president of the National Organization of Women (NOW), has said though she despised 
the requirement to wear a girdle, “it seemed to me at the time just the price of admission to the workplace in a job that was very 
exciting.”   

Competition for the TWA jobs was 
especially fierce; in 1935 over 2,000 
women applied for that year’s 43 training 
slots, and you can tell by the four 
decades of photographs in this archive 
that the women who became TWA 
hostess were proud of themselves and 
their jobs. 

In addition to the student class photos 
and newspaper clippings that show the 
evolution of flight attendant uniforms, 
hostess are shown serving food, in 
business meetings, posing in front of a 
variety of aircraft, in classes, preparing 
food, and at graduation ceremonies.  The 
photos and ephemera from the opening 
and first years of TWA’s famous Breech 
Training Academy are especially 
interesting and show future hostess in 
classes (safety, first aid, customer 
service, grooming, food and drink 
preparation, etc.), studying by the rec-
room fire-pit, and relaxing at the pool.   

As of 2018, nothing similar is for sale in the trade, no similar collections are held by institutional holdings per OCLC, and ABPC and 
Rare Book Hub show no similar auction records. 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9011 
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14. [AVIATION] [BUSINESS & COMMERCE] Corporate photograph album documenting the building of customized executive 
aircraft at Remmert-Werner, Inc.  St. Louis: Remmert-Werner: circa 1947-1960.   

This custom-made aluminum album measures 9” x 11.5” and 
contains about 90 8” x 10” professional images, ten snapshots, and 
two real photo postcards.  All are in black and white.  There is an 
additional 8.5” x 11” color composite sheet with six images that is 
titled, “Remmert-Werner Executive Aircraft – Lambert Field, St. 
Louis, Mo.” Some photos bear stamps of two St. Louis 
photographers, Todd Studios and Edward H. Goldberger.  The 
photos are in nice shape; some have edge wear and most have 
marginal hole punches and/or rubbing from the binding posts.  
Some have waviness or light toning.  The aluminum album, which 
was likely made from aircraft metal, is in nice shape.  It is untitled, 
but there are some dried adhesive remnants on the front cover 
where a label has been removed. 

The album, which was likely used as a company show-book for 
potential clients, contains photos of seven custom-made executive 
aircraft rebuilt from older commercial and military planes, mostly 
DC-3s or C-47s, but also a PBY seaplane and what appears to be a C-
45 troop transport.  The photos include before and after images of 
some of the planes, a fleet of Shell fuel trucks, some of the planes in 
flight, workers refurbishing the planes, interior design plans, all 
manner of cabin furnishings, and people (maybe models or perhaps 
corporate purchasers) relaxing and working in the cabins.  One of 
the photos shows a man who appears to be Bob Werner checking 
on work, and another shows a women who appears to be his wife, 
Betty (who was the company’s interior designer), escorting a 
customer through a cabin sitting room.   

Bill Remmert started his business at the end of World War II when he cheaply acquired an old DC-3 aircraft, probably the safest 
airplane in the world, on a hunch that he could refurbish it with a luxury cabin and sell it to a company for executive travel.  His 

idea worked and after partnering with Bob Werner, they began 
building customized executive airplanes for companies and 
millionaires around the world including Owens Corning, Parker 
Pen, 3M, Fruehauf Trailer, Olin-Mathieson, Grumman Aircraft, 
Hercules Powder, Owens-Illinois Glass, and many more.  
Remmert-Werner was also one of the largest distributors of 
aviation fuel in the country, and as noted in a 1957 
advertisement, the “millions of gallons of Shell Aviation Fuel 
sold to satisfied customers . . . service[ed] a good number of 
America’s 28,000 corporate planes.”  Photos of the 3M aircraft 
and a fleet of Shell fuel trucks are in this album. 

At the beginning of the jet age in the late 1950s, Remmert 
convinced North American Aviation to market, in partnership 
with him, its T-39 military transport as a corporate airplane.  
North American built the basic airplane in pieces in Los Angeles 

and shipped them to St. Louis where Remmert-Werner assembled them, added business or customized interiors, performed all 
flight tests, and sold the sleek aircraft throughout the world as the Sabreliner.  North American Aviation continued to grow and 
merge, becoming North American-Rockwell in 1967, after which it purchased Remmert-Warner in 1968. (The album predates the 
relationship with North American Aviation, so there are no photos of Sabreliners in the album. 

A terrific visual record of the private aviation industry from the originator and leader of the custom-built corporate aircraft 
industry.  As of 2018, no similar items are available for sale in the trade, and no auction records for similar items are found at 
ABPC or the Rare Book Hub.  OCLC shows no similar institutional holdings, however the St. Louis Mercantile Library at the 
University of Missouri – St. Louis, has “a small collection consisting of photographs and company publications” from Remmert-
Warner in its Special Collections. 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9049 
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15. [BUSINESS & COMMERCE] [MARITIME] [PHILATELY] Five-decade archive of letters and documents pertaining to the 
shipping business of Captain Thomas E. Oliver of Portsmouth-New Castle, New Hampshire.  Various authors and locations: 
1817-1854. 

This archive consists of 30 different 
stampless letters, some with 
enclosures.  All the correspondence 
pertains to Oliver’s shipping 
business (ship conditions, repairs, 
cargo, business opportunities, 
invoices, pricing, illustrated bills of 
lading, weather, etc.) which was 
headquartered in Portsmouth-New 
Castle, New Hampshire.  

The letters were sent by ships’ 
masters from ports along the 
Eastern Seaboard (Connecticut, 
District of Columbia, Maryland, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, and 
Virginia), the Gulf Coast (Alabama 
and Louisiana) and in the Caribbean 
(Cuba and the Danish West Indies).  
They contain a wide variety of 
circular date stamps (including two 
early Baltimore Rail Road 
postmarks) as well as manuscript 
and handstamp postal rate and 
ship markings, some of which are 
rather scarce.   

All are in nice shape, philatelically 
fine to very fine with only some 
minor issues. 

Correspondence highlights include: 

2 Dec 1819 from Savannah - “I 
arrived hear after voyage of 57 
Days in Distress. . . .  My Sails 
and Riggin is in Bad order. . . .  I 
have lost my small anker and 
cable. . . . I beat 4 Days to get round Cape Maze then I was obliged to come round Cape Antony for the vessel would not beat 
to windard and such Weather. . . .   My four sail is all to pieces the Mainsail can be repaired. . . . the hull remains good. . . .  I 
lost Wm Mullin . . . Died with yallow Feaver.” 

5 Dec 1833 – from Savannah – “the Collector had given me the same Fishing License that I had carried in the Custom house 
in stead of a Coasting License. . . . I have noted a protest against the collector and . . . wish you to attend to it. . . .” 

25 Dec 1836 from Norfolk - This two or three days as I was wind bound am trying to sell potatoes but have not sold but 2 
bushels.  I have sold the Hay . . . potatoes would not sell hear at present. . . .  Their is great danger of being frozen up in going 
to Richmond with the potatoes as you cannot make dispatch with them unless sold. . . .  am thinking of going to Baltimore as 
there is no prospect of selling hear. . . .  Since our arrival their has bin a strong North wind that prevented going up the Bay.” 

13 Jan 1837 from Annapolis - “Towed in here today by the Steamboat Relief from the Ice.  I have bin in the Ice 14 Days.  I was 
to anchor under north Pinte and the Ice Come Down and swept a number of vessels out of the River and all that was under 
north Pinte and Carried us into the Bay.  I tried to get my anchor but could not.  I sliped it an tried to get clear of the Ice by 
making Sail but could not.  That night the Ice froze so hard that the Relief Boat could not get to us for she had tried anumber 
times and I have bin Drifting about the Bay and Could not get out the Ice. The Ice has moste made arack of the vessel.  The 
Ice has twisted my ruder poste off there is nothing but the Braces hold it.  The vessel has bin jammed so much that her Wales 
and Bridge is sprung in though.  Some of her timbers is Broak on one side and she Donte appear to have so much Barings on 
one side as she had before.  Since she was jammed she has a good Deal of list.  I think the vessel is strained and Damaged 
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more than what she looks to be.  I don’t think 
she can be made so good and strong as she 
was before. . . .  The Ice is from 5 to 10 inches 
thick and very hard.  It has riped of some of 
my sheating. . . .  I took up the crew of a small 
vessel on the Ice they were Frozen 
considerable.  Their vessel was sunk by the 
Ice. Their has been a number of vessels 
abandoned in the Bay on account of the Ice.” 

13 Feb 39 from Black Rock Harbor 
(Bridgeport) - “We have got in to this port 
after being in the Ice 6 Dayes.  We have had a 
Gale from the West and WSW ever since we 
left Cape Ann.  We have received no Ingra 
except the loose of best bow anchor. . . .  Saw 
a man from New York lead that no veseles 
could git in nor out and 3 veles sunk at Sandy 
Hook. . . .  there is 5 veseles of in the ice that 
we can sea hear is vessels from New London 
that has been 25 Dayes Bound. . .  Don’t find 
falt for I have tride My Best.” 

5 Feb 1845 from New Orleans - “The general 
business of this city is dull.  The extreme low 
price of western produce leaves nothing for 
the Farmer – save the glory of Polk’s election! 
– you I suppose esteem that glory enough!” 

Although the philatelic value of this archive is 
significant, its real importance lies in 
documenting an active New England maritime 
shipping business over the first half of the 19th-
century.  Thomas E. Oliver grew-up in New Castle, 
and as a youth was taught navigation by the ship-
captain son of a prominent clergyman.  He went 
to sea at an early age and in 1805, was impressed 
on board the British naval frigate Diana from the 
American brig, Minerva, and later became a ship’s 
master.  (See Nile’s Weekly Register Supplement 
to Vol. III, p. 139)  It’s unclear when he began his 
business as a ship owner and transportation 
broker, but by 1850, the Portsmouth City 
Directory showed he owned at least six vessels. 

Please visit our website to view images and a summarized listing of everything in this collection. 

As of 2018, no similar collection of maritime shipping correspondence is for sale in the ephemera or philatelic trade.  OCLC shows 
one volume containing 40 shipping records from the company is held by the Library of Congress and two separate business letters 
held at other institutions, no similar record or correspondence collections from other maritime shipping agencies.  ABPC and the 
Rare Book Hub lists no auction records for similar groupings, however a similar archive from a different maritime shipping 
company was sold at a philatelic auction in 2004.   

$2,500  Read’Em Again Books #9009  
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16. [BUSINESS & COMMERCE] [FOOD & DRINK] [WOMEN & GIRLS] Collection of photographs and ephemera kept by a 
married couple related to their employment at an Ohio dairy company.  Kept by June and Robert Enos.  Mansfield, Ohio: The 
Page Dairy Company, circa 1947.   

The grouping includes  

16 b/w photographs ranging in size between 2.5” x 3.5” to 3.5” x 5”,  

A pair of company Christmas cards each with a Christmas business card 
from the owner, Henry A. Page, 

A coupon for a “brick” of Christmas ice cream,  

A Mansfield business flyer that included an advertisement for the dairy,  

A printed recipe card for Page Cottage Cheese Cherry Pie,  

A 10” x 7” envelope with the company’s return address, and  

A letter of recommendation for Robert on company letterhead.   

Everything is in nice shape.  The photographs all show small posed groups of 
employees, identified in the margins.  Although Robert is not shown in the 
photos, several picture June. 

Robert and Viola Owens “June” Enos were both employed by the Page Dairy 
Company in Mansfield, Ohio.  June worked for the company for 23 years; 
Robert for far less as his letter of recommendation from 1947 notes that “he 
[had] been employed by our company since 1940 . . . in our plant and then . . 
. in our dairy store.  During the war he was given a wholesale milk route . . . until on account of his health, he is unable to continue. 
. . .” Robert died in 1969, and June passed away in 2016 at age 92.  Both are buried at Windsor Park Cemetery in Mansfield. 

Page Dairy Company operated in Mansfield and Toledo for 62 years between 1913 and 1975.  Interestingly, of the 22 employees 
pictured in these photographs, 20 are women and only two are men.  Both of the men wear coveralls, one over a shirt and tie.  
Most of the women wear casual office dress, although two look to be wearing dairy store uniforms.   

A striking collection of images attesting to the significant role women continued to play in the workforce in the years following 
World War Two. 

$200  Read’Em Again Books #9055 
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17. [CALIFORNIA CULTURE] [DRAG RACING] [SURFING] Photograph archive showing Wade “Surfer Hank” Westmoreland in 
Jeff Busby’s “Beach Boys” Top Fuel Dragster.  Newport Beach, California: late 1960s. 

This group of 17 uniform-size (5” 7”) b/w photographs show “Surfer Hank” 
donning his firesuit, climbing into the dragster, and posing with owner Jim 
Busby.  All of the photographs are in nice shape. 

The Beach Boys racing team consisted of four members including owner, Jim 
Busby, and principal driver Wade “Surfer Hank” Westmoreland.  It adopted its 
name, which was never challenged by the more famous singing group, 
because all were active surfers.  One owned a surf shop in Newport Beach, 
and, as Busby once explained in a magazine interview, “We would actually go 
surfing and then tow the race car to the track with our surfboard in the van. . 
. .  It was all part of the California image, and it helped promote drag racing 
around the country.”  While the van is visible in some of the photos, their 
surfboards aren’t visible inside its open door.   

Westmoreland won his only National Hot Rod Association (NHRA) event at the 
1969 Springnationals in Dallas.  He also drove for Jim and Alison Lee, the Allen 
Family, and Ed Wills.  After leaving the cockpit, he went back to work with 
Busby, who by then was a successful sports-car racer and working on his 
famous International Motor Sports Association (IMSA) Porsches. 

Busby—who caught the racing bug while watching midget racers at 
Pasadena’s Rose Bowl and would later help Caitlyn (then Bruce) Jenner break 
into auto racing—eventually convinced Dick Smothers, of The 
Smothers Brothers television show to sponsor The Beach Boys, 
and the dragster was renamed the Smothers Brothers Beach 
Boys Special, earning considerable appearance money as a 
touring car while winning an occasional race.  After Busby sold 
the car, he entered the world of road racing and finished sixth in 
his debut appearance at Le Mans.  He went on to finish first or 
second in several races, and after winning the 1982 Le Mans 24 
Hours, BF Goodrich offered sponsorship if he would agree to race 
on its street-legal tires.  This allowed him to purchase a pair of 
Porsche 962s, and he transitioned from driver to managing his 
team.  His biggest victory came in the 1989 Daytona 24 Hours, 
after which he sold his team to again compete in Formula 1 in 
partnership with a fine-art dealer, William Karges.   

Westmoreland died at age 72 in 2017, and Busby is active on the 
vintage race car circuit.  

A great visual record of the “Jan & Dean – Beach Boys” culture 

of Southern California in the 1960s.  As of 2018, nothing similar 

is in the trade, and no auction results for similar items are found 

at ABPC or the Rare Book Hub.  OCLC shows no similar 

institutional holdings, although a large photograph collection of 

women drag racers is at Cornell. 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9048  
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18. [CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS] Photograph album documenting life at two different Civilian Conservation Corps 
Camps.  Unknown compiler.  Pierce, Idaho and Simi, California, 1934-1935 

This limp leather album measures 

11.5” x 8.5” and is has a triangular 

CCC logo stamped in the lower right 

corner of the front cover under 

which “Camp Simi / California 1935” 

has been pyrographically incised.  It 

contains 108 b/w photographs 

(mostly 4.5” x 3”).  64 of the 

photographs are of project S-271 by 

Company 1653 at Camp Heywood 

(Jaype-Pierce, Idaho).  44 of the 

photographs are from time spent by 

the compiler working on project P-

230 with Company 3330 at Santa 

Susanna (Simi, California).  The 

photos are attached to the pages 

with album corners, and many are 

captioned.  The album, pages, and 

photographs are in very nice shape.  

At both of the camps, the men built 

their own camp areas and completed 

forestry projects such as constructing 

firebreaks; at the California camp, the 

men were also involved in road 

construction. 

 The Idaho photos include an aerial 

view of the camp, camp buildings 

(one is  real photo postcard), the 

camp mascot, clearing trees, using 

horse teams to drag logs, before and 

after fire scenes, etc. 

The California photos show some 

camp facilities, cargo trucks, nearby 

scenery, dynamite storage, road 

building with a bulldozer (the Black 

Canyon Road to what is now Sage 

Ranch Park), etc.  17 of the photos are 

of Pasadena (that’s where the men would hitchhike 

for recreation); 13 are of the 1935 Rose Parade and 

three are of the Rose Bowl Game (Alabama 29 – 

Stanford 13).  One is of Devil’s Gate Dam, which 

Aleister Crowley and Jack Parsons believed was one 

of the Seven Portals to Hell. 

A very well-put-together record of two CCC camps 

plus some nice images of the Pasadena’s 

Tournament of Roses. 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9027 
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19. [DISASTERS] [LIFE-SAVING] [MARITIME] [POLICE]  Small grouping of items relating to Patrolman Frank Muller of the New 
York Police Department who was awarded a certificate by the U.S. Volunteer Life-Saving Corps for his effort to rescue victims 
of the horrific General Slocum steamship disaster.  New York: 1891-1907. 

This grouping contains five items: a 
1904 7.5” x 11” Certificate of Honor 
from the U.S. Volunteer Life-Saving 
Corps, a 1904 invitation to the 
awards ceremony “as a hero of the 
Slocum disaster and the U.S. 
Volunteer Live-Saving envelope in 
which the invitation was mailed, 
Muller’s Police Pension Fund 
Certificate from 1907, and a cryptic, 
handwritten “Hurrah-for-the-Police” 
thank-you note from 1894.  All are in 
nice shape. 

Frank Muller was a patrolman from 
the New York City’s Thirty-sixth 
Precinct when he responded to the 
horrific fire aboard the General 
Slocum in the middle of the East 
River.  The Slocum was a Brooklyn-
built passenger steamboat that was 
used to transport people on 
excursions around New York City. St. Mark’s Evangelical Lutheran Church had chartered the ship to take its predominately 
German-speaking congregation on its annual picnic.  Over 1,400 passengers, mostly women and children, were on board when 
just past East 90th Street a fire started from a carelessly discarded match that ignited straw, oily rags, and lamp oil stored in the 
ship’s Lamp Room and spread to a paint locker and a cabin filled with gasoline before being discovered.  After it was, the captain 
decided to continue on course rather than grounding the ship, and in the ensuing chaos, the completely untrained crew found 
the ship’s fire hoses had rotted away.  All of the lifeboats were inaccessible; some claimed they had been wired to the ship and 
painted into place.  Survivors reported that the life-preservers were as rotten as the hoses and provided no buoyancy.  Some 
passengers jumped into the river to escape the flame but their heavy woolen clothes quickly dragged them under.  Many died 
when the ship’s floors collapsed, and a number were beaten to death by the paddle-wheels when they climbed over the sides.  
By the time the Slocum sand in shallow water just off the Bronx shore, over 1,000 people had either drowned or burned to death.  
There were acts of heroism by witnesses, passengers, the staff and patients of a nearby hospital, and policemen like Frank Muller, 
who formed human-chains to pull victims from the river.  

The disaster was New York’s worst in terms of loss of life until the Islamist terrorist destruction of the Twin towers in 2001.  It is 
still the worst maritime disaster in the city’s history, and the second worst disaster on U.S. waterways. 

Muller’s certificate notes that it was presented for his “heroic conduct in assisting in rescuing and resuscitating the sufferers 
of the Slocum Disaster. . . .”  The U.S. Volunteer Life Saving Corps augmented official government life-saving services in cities 
and communities along the U.S. coast and inland waters.  He was also added to the New York Police Role of Honor for the 
Year 1905 by the Police Commissioner. 

The Honor Awards invitation notes that Mayor George B. McClellan would preside at the ceremony and Andrew Carnegie 
was expected to deliver the closing address. 

Muller’s pension certificate shows that he retired in May of 1907 and was awarded an annual pension of $700. 

The strange thank-you card is from Forrest Glenn of Brooklyn and states that “when I think of what “You” and the 13th Police 
Precinct did for me the night of Oct 26th it makes me feel like shouting “Hurrah-for-the-Police. I shall never forget you for 
what you did for me. . . .”  It continues on the reverse, “I take my pin out of my ‘Scarf’ put it in ‘Yours’ so you will not forget 
me – a little reminder ‘You Know’ Yours Truly Glenn.  Remember me to ‘Judge Ryan’ Shall never forget him “You Bet.” 

A documentary reminder of one of the most horrific, preventable tragedies in U.S. history.  As of 2018, nothing similar is for sale 
in the trade, nor held by institutions per OCLC.  Neither ABPC nor the Rare Book Hub show auction records for anything similar, 
although another U.S. Volunteer Life-Saving Corps certificate from the Slocum Disaster was once sold on eBay. 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9052  
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20. [EDUCATION] [NATIVE AMERICANA] [PHILATELY] [RELIGION] [WOMEN & GIRLS] Letter from Laura Sheldon Wright at the 
Seneca Mission in Buffalo, New York, to a teacher who had relocated to Indiana.  Sent by Gowahas (Laura Sheldon Wright) 
and Goiruiya (Asher Wright) to Asenath (Godogastah) Bishop.  Buffalo: 1837. 

This four-page stampless folded letter measures 15.5” x 10” 
unfolded.  The letter is dated “Seneca Mission June 1 1837.   The 
cover is addressed to “Miss Asenath Bishop, Green Castle, 
Indiana.”  It bears an undated oval “Buffalo N.Y.” postmark and 
“Paid” handstamp in blue.  A red, manuscript 25 cent rate mark 
is in the upper right corner.  There is also a black circular “Terre 
Haute, I.A.” receiving postmark dated August 9.  The letter was 
forwarded to Miss Bishop at “Bainbridge, Putnam Co. Indiana.  
At that time the 25 cent rate mark was partially obliterated and 
an additional black manuscript 10 cent rate mark was added.  
The letter and markings are in very nice shape.  Some splitting is 
beginning along some of the mailing/storage folds. 

Although the letter is only signed “Gowahas” and “Goiruiya,” 
Gowahas was the Seneca name for Mrs. Asher (Laura Sheldon) Wright, the author of the first book to be printed in the Seneca 
language, Diuhsawahgwah gayadoshah (Beginning Book); see Sabin 105544), and the letter’s content strongly suggests that 
Goiruiya was her husband, the leader of the mission.  “The Wrights lived with the Senecas for over forty years, during which they 
translated parts of the New Testament and hymns into the Seneca language, oversaw a periodical, and recorded much about 
everyday reservation life and history. Their 
recollections are an indispensable source of 
information about traditional Seneca life and 
the activities of missionaries among them,” 
from the University of Nebraska Press blurb 
publicizing the reprinting of Our Life among the 
Iroquois Indians by Harriet S. Caswell, a 
biography of the Wrights. 

Asenath (Godogastah) Bishop, who was raised 
in Cortland, New York, became one of the first 
teachers at the mission when it was founded n 
1823. She traveled to Indiana with her parents 
in 1836 and established a school in Terre Haute 
until persuaded by the Wrights, in this letter, to 
return to the Seneca Mission where she taught 
until 1841. 

This letter is chock full of news about the 
missions at Seneca, Anadaga, Onadaga, Jacks 
Town, Tuscarora, and Cattaraugus.  In it Gowahas (Laura) provides details about financial concerns, troubles with the missionary 
board, the performance of mission teachers, whites moving onto reservation land, whooping cough, updates on local whites and 
the Seneca (marriages including a possible inter-racial union, births, deaths, adoptions, promiscuous girls, illegitimate children, 
trials, etc.).  Goiruiya (Asher) addresses Asenath by her Seneca name (Godogastah) and laments that Gowahas (Laura) has written 
so much that he has “room for but just a line.” He then relates his problems obtain funds from the missionary board and how he 
was “obliged to take my hired man’s pay out of this quarter’s allowance instead of last fall’s,” and concludes noting  

“If we all work without salary & perhaps labour some with our hands I think we can get along. . . .  Both Laura and Asher 
strongly encourage Asenath to return, and Asher pleads, “I know of no way to send money to you but I think we can be able 
to refund your expenses by the time you will arrive. . . .  We need your help to because the work is great & . . . our feelings 
urge you to come without delay. . . .” 

A unique and detailed first-hand account about life at the Seneca Mission by two of the most important missionaries in the first-
half of the 19th-century.  As of 2018, there are no Laura Wright letters for sale in the trade; none are held by institutions per OCLC, 
and none have been sold at auction per ABPC or the Rare Book Hub. However in 1893, there must have been a surviving cache 
of her letters because Caswell quotes from some in her biography of the Wrights.  There are no Asher Wright letters for sale in 
the trade, and none have been sold at auction per ABPC or the Rare Book Hub.  OCLC shows that some of his letters are held in 
collections at two institutions, and the Register of the Seneca Mission is at the Presbyterian Historical Society. 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9041 
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21. [EDUCATION] [MILITARY & WAR] Group of 34 cadet demerit slips from the United States Military Academy at West Point.  
West Point, New York: 1929-1930. 

Each of these 34 partially printed demerit slips measure 5.5” x 
4.25”.  Most are completed in pencil; two are typed and a red 
colored pencil was used for one.  One has a “Late Slip” 
attached.  Each slip was signed by the issuing Army officer in 
the lower right corner, and checkmarks in red or blue grease 
pencil or ink overwrite each signature; some have additional 
annotations.  All are in nice shape with minor edge wear; 
several have paperclip rust stains. 

The harshest academic punishments that can be imposed on 
military academy cadets are expulsion and suspension for a 
year, however these are relatively uncommon.  On the other 
hand, demerits have been handed out with frequency.  These, 
which cadets received, and still receive today, for violations of 
academy regulations, are systematically recorded, however 
unless an inordinate number are accumulated in a year (I think 
around 200 in the 1920s-1930s), do not result in significant 
punishment.  Rather, they are considered in conjunction with 
academic grades to determine class standings.  

These demerit slips were issued in December 1929 and January 
1930 for a wide variety of reasons including: 

“Making impudent and insolent remark to officer in charge 
of Cadet Catholic Chapel choir . . . to wit, ‘Sir, I would first 
like to know who is in charge of this choir’ in a disrespectful 
manner” 

“Hugging and kissing a young lady on Cullum Hall Balcony 
in view of people going out of door at 12:55 a.m.” 

“Wearing no belt at drawing instruction” 

“Reporting himself excused from reciting in French” 

“Floor not properly swept and mantle dusty” 

“Towel not folded” 

“Shoes not in proper order” 

“Not wearing pajamas   night” 

“Not accounted for absence about 11:00 pm” 

“Entering mathematical section room . . . six minutes late” 

An interesting documentary record of cadet life at pre-World War II West Point.   

$150  Read’Em Again Books #9051 
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22. [EDUCATION] [MILITARY & WAR] [WOMEN & GIRLS] Teen-age girl’s memory book filled with ephemera from her older 
brother and his friends who were attending the U.S. Military Academy at West Point.  Kept by Eleanor Gay Davey.  
Providence, Rhode Island, and West Point, New York: 1929-1932.  

The large West Point memory book measures 17” x 12” and 
contains 18 used pages filled with 43 b/w photographs 
(approximately 2.5” x 3”), 24 dance cards from cadet hops, 
ten cadet Christmas Cards, four cadet Valentine’s Day 
cards, one printed leave order, one program for a visit by 
the Gentlemen and Cadets of the Royal Military College, 
two sets of football tickets (1930 vs Harvard and 1931 vs 
Yale), two graduation exercise tickets (1930 and 1932), her 
brother’s cadet calling card, a 32-page booklet for visiting 
young women titled Week-end Pointers; A Handbook for 
Army Femmes,  a number of newspaper illustration 
clippings, and more.  The photographs are attached with 
corner mounts; Week-end Pointers is in its original 
envelope which is glued to a page.  Everything else is glued 
down.  Album cover shows some wear; binding cord has 
been replaced. 

Some of the photographs are of Eleanor’s brother’s and 
other cadets’ rooms; several are of formations and 
parades, and most are of campus buildings and 
scenery.  Eleven have been captioned in their margins.  

All of the dance, Christmas, and Valentine’s Day cards 
are bright and colorful.  None of the dance cards have 
any writing inside. The Christmas and Valentine’s Day 
cards are from her brother and three other cadets.  

The large newspaper clippings have a number of folds.  
All of the other ephemera is in very nice shape. 

A handwritten note under the Army vs Yale football 
tickets reads, “Sheridan had his neck broken.”  Army 
third classman (junior) Richard Sheridan did, indeed, 
break his neck at that game while attempting to tackle 
a Yale player following a punt.  He was rushed to New 
Haven Hospital and underwent emergency surgery.  
He died there two days later.  

Eleanor’s brother, Ralph H. Davey, Jr. graduated in 1932 
and was initially commissioned as an Infantry lieutenant 
but later transferred to the Quartermaster Corps.  He 
retired as a Colonel. 

An exceptionally large collection of West Point “social” 
ephemera, seldom encountered in one album or in 
condition this nice. 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9054 
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23. [FOOD & DRINK] Practical Cake and Confectionery Art: “Pra-Ca-Coa”: Best and Largest Baker’s and Confectioner’s Book in 
the World.  By I. M Erich Weber.  Chicago: Fred J. Bauer, 1921. 

American edition with full English text.  12” x 
11.25”.  Complete with 4 preliminary pages 
including the “Preface to the American Edition,” 
portrait frontispiece, index, 90 color plates with 
descriptions/instructions, 36 pages on heavy 
card with description/instructions and sepia 
illustrations of American-specific cakes and 
confections.  The heavy card cover is lettered 
and decorated in red, black, and cream.  Cloth 
spine.  In very good condition.  Sound binding.  
Intact hinges, starting to show some wear.  Light 
crease to front free endpaper.  Boards have 
some minor edge-wear; small scuff to front 
cover.  

An exceptionally nice example of this beautiful 
baker’s book.  Originally published in Germany, 
Bauer had begun discussions with Weber to 
produce an American version in 1914, but the 
effort was stopped in its tracks with the outbreak 
of World War One.  The American edition 
contains all of the beautiful original color plates 
and includes designs for U.S. holidays like 
Thanksgiving, Washington’s Birthday, Mother’s 
Day, etc. 

While the book provides no specific recipes, it features full-page color illustrations of designs for cakes, tarts, petit fours, cookies 
bon-bons, ice cream specialties, caramel baskets, and marzipan.  The American section also includes illustrations of marbleizing, 
ice sculpture, flower making, etc. in addition to cake designs. 

Sound, much less very nice, examples of the large American edition (not to be confused with either the German edition or an 
abbreviated 30-page American paperback edition) are scarce.  As of 2018, there is only one other (disbound) example for sale in 
the trade.  Only two are held at institutions per OCLC, and there are no records of auction sales at ABPC or the Rare Book Hub. 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9013 
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24. [FOOD & DRINK] Occupational cabinet card photograph of a 1920s-1930s butcher shop.  Location unknown: 1920s-
1930s. 

The photograph measures 7” x 5” and the slightly concave mounting card, 7” x 9” The photo is in nice shape.  The card has a small 

chip at the upper left corner. 

The photograph shows six men standing behind a long glass-enclosed butcher counter. Three of the men, probably owners or 

master butchers, stand in the foreground dressed in crisp white shirts, ties, and suits under spotless white jackets topped off with 

matching straw boaters.  Three other men, probably workers, dressed more casually, stand at the far end of the counter.  All also 

wear white jackets; one, whose jacket is quite bloodied, wears a flat hat; the other two are hatless. Tiled walls behind the men 

boldly identify lamb, poultry, and fish sections with legs of mutton and what appear to be some type of smoked fowl hung below.  

The cases are filled with sausages and various cuts of meat. 

Based on the presence of the long glass butcher case, boaters, and pricing (lamb chops - 25¢/lb., ham - 19¢/lb., etc.) the photo 

was probably taken in the late 1920s or early 1930s. 

$100  Read’Em Again Books #9029 
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25. [KU KLUX KLAN]  [WHITE SUPREMACY] Group of documents relating to the ‘reborn’ Ku Klux Klan including 
correspondence between an early member and three of the Klan’s founders: William Joseph Simmons, Edward Young Clarke, 
and Mary Elizabeth Taylor.  Belonging to Macon Brock.  Atlanta and Cincinnati: Knights of the Ku Klux Klan and the Searchlight 
Publishing Company, 1917-1924. 

These seven items include: 

A signed portrait photograph (approximately 7” x 9”) 
from 1924 of Macon Brock in black tie evening wear.  
Brock was a Cincinnati jeweler, who joined the Klan in 
1921 after inquiring about membership the year before. 

An eight-page booklet with a tri-fold cover written by 
Colonel W. J. Simmons, Imperial Wizard, titled simply 
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan and published by the Ku Klux 
Press in 1917.  Simmons was not a veteran of the Army; 
his use of the title, “Colonel” was based on the rank he 
held in the Woodmen of the World. 

A one-page typewritten letter from Atlanta on early KKK 
stationery, signed by Charles W. Love, K. K. C. and dated 
November 10, 1920.  It responded to a membership 
query made by Brock and provided him with the above 
booklet and a questionnaire (no longer present). 

A one-page typewritten letter from Atlanta on early KKK 
stationery, signed in type K. K. C. and dated December 
21, 1920.  It informed Brock that his “Questionnaire was 
received and entirely satisfactory,” and also explained 
that the Klan would “have a representative of this Organization in Cincinnati in the very near future,” to meet with him.  The 
letter also informed Brock that “it will be alright for you to talk with the men, of whom you wrote. . . .” 

A two-page mimeographed boiler plate letter from Atlanta on early KKK stationery, but docketed “3/2/21” and signed by 
Edward Young Clark under the handstamped signature block of William Joseph Simmons, Imperial Wizard.  Clarke stressed 
the importance of secrecy and informed Brock that “before anyone can . . . attain full fellowship inside the Order, we are 
compelled to make detailed investigation regarding the past life, traits of character, habits and personality . . . .  If our 
investigation develops the fact that an applicant is commonly supposed to be lacking in true bravery we put that applicant to 
some REAL TEST to prove the truth or falsity of such report. . . .” 

A one-page typewritten letter from Atlanta on Searchlight Publishing Company stationery, January 28, 1921, signed in type 
by M. E. Tyler, avowing “unashamedly . . . white supremacy” and forwarding the first issue (not included) of The Searchlight. 

A one-page typewritten letter on early KKK stationery, “Dated at Cincinnati, Ohio April 13, 1921” and signed by F. W. Atkin 
requesting that Brock “call at or telephone room 141 Hotel Gibson. . . .”  Atkin was apparently the KKK representative sent 
by the Klan to Cincinnati to interview Brock in person. 

The Klan had been dormant for forty years when, in 1915, Simmons became determined to revive it after being inspired by the 
movie Birth of a Nation. At the time he was an officer in the Woodmen of the World and member of numerous fraternal 
organizations and clubs, and for years dreamed of starting a similar organization of his own.  He convinced a dozen or so of his 
friends to join him at Stone Mountain, just outside of Atlanta, lit a wooden cross on fire, and proclaimed that the Ku Klux Klan 
had been reborn.  Although hyped by Simmons as “The World’s Greatest Secret, Social, Patriotic, Fraternal, Beneficiary Order” 
for “High Class . . . Men of Intelligence and Character,” in 1920, the Klan had no more than a few thousand members.  That year, 
he hired Mary Tyler and Edward Clarke to be publicity agents and promote the club through a combination of a mail campaign 
and on-site solicitors stationed throughout the country by emphasizing its secretive fraternal nature, its patriotism, its 
benevolence, and its commitment to white supremacy.  Their effort was incredibly successful and by early 1921, Simmons’s 
“Imperial Empire of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan” had over one million members. 

While Klan pamphlets and blank forms are common, early ‘named’ material from 1920 and 1921—especially complete 
correspondence packages that document the recruitment strategies of Tyler and Clarke  that turned Simmons’s self-serving and 
moribund “Lost Cause” fraternity into the country’s largest social organization composed primarily of middle-class, white 
American families from every state in the Union – are very scarce. 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9053   
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26. [LABOR & UNIONS] Occupational card-mounted photograph Local Union #10 (Richmond, Virginia) United Association of 
Journeymen Plumbers Gas & Steam Fitters.  Richmond: 1890s. 

The photograph measures 9.5” x 75” and the mounting card, 11.75” x 10” The photo is in nice shape.  The card has minor wear 

at the bottom corners. 

The photograph shows about thirty members of Richmond Local #10 of the United Association of Journeymen Plumbers. Gas & 

Steam Fitters posing on the front steps of an inn or restaurant (“Deviled Crabs” sign and finely dressed black man by the front 

door).  Almost all of the men are dressed in crisp white uniforms and hold long street key wrenches; two men, perhaps union 

bosses, wearing suits and hats (a boater and a bowler) stand nearby. 

The United Association was founded in 1889 and soon became the first truly national union.  Richmond Local #10 was one of its 

first local affiliates. 

A very nice visual record of an important union local. 

$200  Read’Em Again Books #9030  
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27. [LGBT] [MILITARY & WAR] [THEATER & ENTERTAINMENT] Photograph album documenting the U.S. Punitive Expedition 
into Mexico compiled by a soldier who became a drag queen after returning from World War One.  Compiled by Edward W. 
Hearne.  North Carolina, Texas, and Mexico: 1916. 

This 12.5” x 10.5” album contains approximately 90 b/w 
photographs as well as several contemporary news clippings.  
The photographs range in size from 2.25” x’3” to 2.75” x 5.5” 
and are glued to the pages.  Most are captioned; some are 
trimmed.  About half are real photo postcards (RPPC).  The hand-
lettered title, A Kodak Review of the Terrors of Texas, and The 
Horror of War is centered on the front cover; a small drawing of 
regimental coat of arms labeled “Armorial Bearings of Hearne” 
is in the upper left corner.  Six of the fragile leaves have 
detached; many have chipped or trimmed edges. 

The U.S. launched a punitive expedition into Mexico to protect 
its settlements and citizens along the border from the 
revolutionary instability of Mexico following the murder of 
President Madero, the arrest of U.S. sailors during a port call in 
Tampico, the subsequent U.S. occupation of Vera Cruz, the 

slaughter and mutilation of 17 U.S. mining engineers who were traveling by train at the invitation of President Carranza to assist 
in the reopening of the Cusihuiriachic mines, the double-crossing, capture, and killing of men from a U.S. African-American patrol 
from the 10th Cavalry who had received permission to pursue bandits across the border, and the infamous attacks on Columbus, 
New Mexico, and Laredo, Texas. 

Hearne was a member of the North Carolina National Guard which deployed to Texas and set up its headquarters at Camp 
Stewart, a base specifically for defense of the Texas-Mexico border against attacks by Pancho Villa and his followers.  The album 
begins with images of a sandstorm taken on Christmas day and a shot of the camp as a whole.  It continues with a number of 
gruesome photos of dead, mutilated, and decomposing Mexicans who were killed—not by U.S. soldiers—but during intra-
revolutionary skirmishes.  Some of the most interesting photographs are of soldiers, camp scenes, and operations including RPPCs 
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of the captured 10th Cavalry African-American troopers, the launch of an observation balloon, a cowboy and Texas Rangers, armed 
Yaqui Indians, and the first U.S. flag raised in Mexican territory.  There are also a number of photographs of street scenes in El 
Paso, Ciudad Juarez, and elsewhere.  Several others show executions, and one shows a long procession of Mexican refugees in 
buckboards and carts entering the United States.   Some of the photographs in Hearne’s album were reproduced in a photobook 
titled, Somewhere in Mexico: album of pictures relating to U.S. Soldiers and Mexicans published 
later in 1916 by J. D. Givens of San Francisco. 

There are three nicely illustrated poems by Hearne inside the front cover and a fourth at the 
rear pastedown.  Several of the newspaper clipping were added later and reference Hearne’s 
participation in World War One and follow-on career in vaudeville.  After his discharge from 
the Army, Hearne (not to be confused with the silent film actor, Edward Hearn) returned to his 
home in Greenville, North Carolina, where  

“It was at White’s Theater in the 1920’s that Edward Hearne, the internationally famous 
female impersonator and Greenville native, got his start by doing skits between shows.” 
(See White’s Theater: A History by Roger Kammerer at The Greenville Guardian) 

On August 1, 1919, The Greenville Daily News reported that 

“Mr. Edward Hearne, son of Mrs. R. M. Hearne, left this morning for New York where he 
goes to . . . play in one of the theaters of the metropolis this season.  Mr. Hearne in the cast 
impersonates a woman. . . . One of Mr. Hearne’s catchy hits is entitled: “It’s the Meat We 
Eat that Makes the Cats Wild.” 

The newspaper also reported that following the engagement, “Mr. Hearne’s company will go 
to the Pacific coast.”  Eventually, Hearne returned to the New York area for in 1927, he 
appeared in Mae West’s then scandalous play, The Drag: A Homosexual Comedy in Three Acts, 
where he was cast as one of the  

“thirty young men [who] take part in the [drag party] spectacle, half tricked out in women’s clothes and half in tuxedos.  Half 
a dozen of the boys in skirts do specialities, and the episode takes on the character of a chorus girl ‘pickout’ number in a 
burlesque show. . . .  All hands are rouged, lip-sticked, and liquid-whited to the last degree.  During the whole scene a jazz 
orchestra plays ‘hot’ music in the background.” (See John Tuska’s The Complete Films of Mae West, p36.) 

Interestingly, perhaps several of the 
photos in Hearne’s Mexican border 
album suggest his sexuality.  Two are of 
soldier buddies who he nicknamed 
“Hortense” and “Smiling Judy;” and one 
shows a field of pup tents under which 
Hearne noted, “There are times when 
soldiers must ‘couple up.,’ and a pair of 
photos showing some very friendly 
soldiers. 

This is one of the best visual records of 
the Mexican border conflict assembled 
by a soldier, and it is made all the more 
fascinating by the compiler’s post-war 
drag career and his performance in a 
banned Mae West play.   

As of 2018, no similar photographic 
records are available for sale in the 
trade and no similar auction records 
listed at ABPC or the Rare Book Hub.  
OCLC shows five similar albums held by 
institutions. 

 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9019    
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28. [LUMBERING] Occupational cabinet card photographs of Wisconsin lumbermen.  L. L. Richardson, photographer.  
Spooner, Wisconsin: circa 1905. 

Four card-mounted photographs, each measuring approximately 7” x 5”.  One of the cards is blind-stamped “L. L. Richardson, 

Spooner, Wis.” and one has a later annotation on the reverse, “Shell Lake Lumber / Spooner, Wisconsin.”  The photographs are 

in nice shape; there is some wear and soiling to the cards; one card has a marginal dampstain. 

The photographs show: 

Seven lumberjacks posed on a small dock with an axe, adze, and two-man crosscut saw, 

Five lumberjacks resting on a large log in front of what appears to be a very large hoist or crane, 

Two lumberjacks posing in front of a 15-foot high log pile taking a break from stripping bark, and 

Two lumberjacks posing with a two-horse team in a snowy clearing 

L. L. Richardson was a Walworth County photographer who worked from a shop in Spooner between 1905 and 1906. 

Shell Lake Lumber was the largest lumbering company in the region during the early 1900s.  The rivers and streams in this area 

of Wisconsin were not suitable for transporting logs, so the area’s forests remained virtually untouched until the arrival of the 

railroad in 1880, after which a large sawmill was built.  The company operated a number of mobile logging camps throughout the 

region that moved from place to place to harvest new stands of timber.  The yellow pine harvested by Shell Lake was highly prized 

and commanded a significant premium for its superior girth, height, and exceptionally straight and clear bodies. 

$350  Read’Em Again Books #9031  
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29. [MAPS] [MILITARY & WAR] [WOMEN & GIRLS]  Attacks of Fort Washington by His Majesty s Forces under the Command 
of Gen.l Sir Willm How K:B.  16 Nov.r 1776.  New York: For D.T. Valentine’s Manual for 1861 by Geo Haywood, 1861 

The hand-colored, lithographed map image measures 22” x 16.5” and has a 7/8” margin at top, a 5/8” margin on the right and 
bottom, and a 1/8” margin along most of the left edge where it had been trimmed when bound into David T. Valentine's Manual 
of the Common Council of the City of New York.  It is oriented with north to the right.  Hachures show relief, and military units are 
depicted in red and blue.  The map was said to have been “copied from an original map kindly loaned to the compiler by Mr. A.  
Suart."  There is some light toning along the binding folds and sheet edges. Some of the folds has short splits.  There is a small 
(1/4”) hole above the ‘s’ in “Hudson’s” and a ¾” closed tear at the left edge of the Hudson River. 

On 16 Novembe 1776, the Hessian General Wilhelm von Knyphausen and his army of of 8,000 German mercenaries and British 
regulars attacked Fort Washington (now the location of Bennet Park at the intersection of Fort Washington Avenue and 183rd 
Street) making use of information provided by the first American traitor, William Demont, the fort’s adjutant. Although the fort’s 
defenders were initially able to provide stiff resistance, they were eventually outflanked, and the the 3,000 man garrison was 
captured.  The Americans were then imprisoned within British prison ships anchored in New York Harbor where a great many 
died of starvation and disease.   

John and Margaret Corbin were both casualties of the battle.  John was an artilleryman who was killed in the midst of the fight.  
When he fell, his wife Margaret (Molly), who had accompanied him as a camp follower, took his place at the cannon and 
continued to clean, load, and fire the gun  until she was severely wounded in the left arm. Three years later, “Captain Molly,” 
who had lost the use of her arm, became the first woman to receive a military penison from the United States. 

This map is in better condition with wider margins than usually found, and it is surprisingly scarce as well.  As of 2017, one other 
example is for sale in the trade.  OCLC shows only two physical examples held by institutions; Worthpoint and the Rare Book Hub 
list only four auction results. 

$400  Read’Em Again Books #9059   
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30. [MAPS] [MILITARY & WAR] [WESTWARD EXPANSION]  Ornamental Map of the United States & Mexico: Map of the United 

States and Mexico.  New York: Ensign, Thayer & Co. Sold by Sowle & Ward of Boston, 1848 but a later printing, probably circa 

1851 based on the portraits and state-territory boundaries.   

Broadside with a central map, 

three portraits, four vignettes, and 

two tables   Framed in thin black 

wood and under glass.  Frame 

measures 24” x 32”.  Broadside 

measures at least 22.5” x 30.5”.  

Appears to be a wood engraving 

(possibly a lithograph or 

cerograph); hand colored. Not 

examined out of frame, but 

appears to be in very good shape.  

Nice coloring.  Pressed-out 

wrinkles and creases.  A few tape 

stains and remnants with some 

minor paper losses, primarily at 

corners and marginal edges.   

Clearly a tribute in honor the 

United States’ victory in the 

Mexican-American War and an 

unabashed celebration of its 

westward expansion.  President 

Washington’s portrait is at top 

center flanked by those of 

Generals Zachary Taylor and 

Winfield Scott.  A long, horizontal 

vignette immediately below the 

portraits shows a “Panoramic 

View from New York to the Pacific 

Ocean by the Contemplated 

Oregon Railroad.”  The large 

central map does not yet show the 

Kansas or Washington Territories.  

Two travelers’ routes (“Route of 

the Oregon Emigrants” and 

“Route of the Santa Fe Traders”) 

are shown.  There are no Mexican 

distance tables, and Rufus 

Blanchard’s name does not 

appear.  The map is flanked by two long vertical tables that provide information about the states and territories.  The bottom 

center vignette, titled “An American Exhibits to the Sovereigns of Europe the Progress of his Country,” features a modestly 

dressed gentleman proudly addressing Queen Victoria and a gathering of uniformed royalty while pointing to an American scene 

featuring a steamship, warship, other vessels, a train, a factory, rich farmland, and a hot air balloon rising above majestic 

mountains.  It is flanked by captioned illustrations of two ancient Mexican landmarks that had gained renown during the war, the 

“Great Temple Dedicated to the Sun” and “The Halls of the Montezumas.”   

Ensign-style Ornamental Maps were issued several times between 1847 and 1855 in the same basic format but with variations in 

the portraits, boundaries, tables, etc.  This map is similar to Streeter, 3892, but with the earlier portraits and different boundaries. 

Quite scarce in any edition.  As of 2017, only one is for sale in the trade (an 1848 printing for $15,000). ABPC and the Rare Book 

Hub show only one auction result in the last 45 years.  Seven are held by institutions (one from 1847, one from 1848, and five 

from 1854-5). 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9028  
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31.  [MARITIME] [MILITARY & WAR] Huge archive of correspondence from a sailor who enlisted at the age of sixteen and rose 
through the ranks to become a warrant officer until he was injured during the great Samoan cyclone of 1889 that destroyed 
the U.S. Pacific Fleet.  Written by John H. Westfall to his mother.  Austria, Ceylon, China, Egypt, England, France, Greece, Hong 
Kong, India, Italy, Japan, Korea, Madagascar, Mozambique, Peru, Samoa, South Africa, Spain, United States, and at sea : 1880-
1890. 

The archive consists of 89 letters with 
over 300 pages.  It includes eight pieces 
of ephemera from his later life.  All of 
the letters and ephemera are in nice 
shape.  Some letters with envelopes; 
most with stamps removed.  A 17-page 
summary with excerpts is included.  

Westlake, from Rochester, New York, 
joined the U.S. Navy as an Apprentice 
when he was 16 years old.  He wrote his 
mother a weekly letter, usually four 
pages long, whenever possible while he 
was at sea.  This chronological 
collection of his letters reads like an 
extended diary.  Westlake was 
especially literate, even at age 16, and 
composed exceptionally detailed, interesting, informative, and enjoyable letters.  From age 16 his goal, which he achieved in 
1886 when he was 29, was to become a Gunner, that is, a naval warrant officer in charge of all guns and weapons on board a 
ship.  He was an exceptional sailor who earned a number of commendation and service certificates while serving on flagships of 
the Mediterranean and Pacific Squadrons as well as the Navy’s first all-steel ship squadron, The Squadron of Evolution, often 
referred to as the White Squadron due to the color that the ships were painted.  He additionally sailed with Commodore George 
Dewey on the USS Juniata’s circumnavigation of the world. 

In his letters, Westlake comments upon life in the Navy from the perspectives of an Apprentice, Ordinary Seaman, Seaman 
Gunner, and Gunner warrant.  He wrote well and candidly about: 
 

The monotony and excitement of life in the Navy 

Shipboard esprit de corps 

Boat races and gambling 

Promotions and opportunities for advancement 

Fights and murders 

Politics, both shipboard and presidential 

Natural disasters including earthquakes, volcanic 
eruptions, and hurricanes 

Rampant alcohol abuse 

Purchasing curios and souvenirs 

Celebrations including Christmas, New Year’s Day, 
Washington’s Birthday, and Decoration Day,  

The weather from freezing cold to boiling hot 

Food from banquets to “bread hash” 

Unethical and abusive officers 

Local swindlers and their payback 

Lazy and ignorant sailors, especially immigrants 

A visiting opera star 

Transporting Korean royalty and the Lafayette family 

Cities, people, clothing, and cultures around the world 
including France, Italy, Peru, India, Ceylon, China, 
Japan, and Korea 

An overboard sailor taken by sharks, a death from 
Yellow Fever, and a burial at sea 

The first electric dynamo and lights on a U.S. ship 

Gun cotton, dynamite, and nitroglycerin 

Port visits and sightseeing 

Sleeping arrangements for the crew and petty officers 

Firing salutes and gunnery practice 

Medical treatment and nearly dying from pneumonia 

Panama pestilence and a Nicaraguan Canal  

The making of a gigantic “homeward bound” pennant 
and a gaudy embroidered tablecloth  

Washerwomen, bumboatmen, and much more 

During the Great Samoan Cyclone of 1889 and subsequent recovery operations, where Westlake played an instrumental role in 
salvaging the USS Nipsic, he unknowingly injured his leg, which eventually resulted in his medical retirement in 1892.  Westlake 
then settled in Massachusetts and worked for the Boston school district until the outbreak of World War One when he was 
recalled to duty, promoted to Lieutenant, and assigned as the commandant of the Naval Coal Station at East Lamoine, Maine.   

$1,750  Read’Em Again Books #9045  
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32. [MARITIME] [TRAVEL] [WOMEN & GIRLS] Scrapbook-photograph album documenting an ocean trip to Hawaii and 
Japan including the compiler’s aboard-ship experience during the grounding of the S.S. Manchuria.  Compiled by M. 
Moore.  On board ship, Hawaii, and Japan: [1906]. 

This 13” x 10” blue and gold Japanese brocade 

album contains 30 pages filled with 

photographs, clippings, postcards, brochures, 

and other ephemera.  The items are all glued to 

the album pages.  Everything is in nice shape; 

the front hinge of the album has cracked.   

The album was assembled by a young woman, 

Ms. Moore, and begins with a color postcard of 

the S.S. Manchuria and photographs of its 

departure from San Francisco.  Several pages of 

photos and news clippings are devoted to the 

ship’s grounding on a reef between Rabbit 

Island and Oahu and the subsequent rescue of 

its passengers.  

Three pages of Hawaii cards and clippings follow, and the final 18 pages 

document the compiler’s visit to Japan with clippings from brochures, tinted 

postcards, a tour program, photographs of people and scenery.  Three 10” x 

8” photos show monks and halls of the Shinto temple at Nikko. 

Tucked into a Kobe hotel envelope on the last used page of the album are 

snapshots.  One shows Ms. Moore reading a book or possibly using it as a 

writing ‘desk,’ and the other shows her room at what appears to be a school 

dormitory decorated with two pennants, one displaying “CCS” and the other 

“06/Senior” 

A very nice travel album with especially interesting images of a maritime 

rescue operation. 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9026  
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33. [MARITIME] [MOTORCYCLES] [SAILING] [SOCIETY] [TRAVEL] [WATERSKIING] Scrapbook documenting a wealthy 
expatriate’s life in Japan.  Compiled by F. C. Thompson.  Yokohama, Japan: 1920-1921. 

This 10.5” x 7” Japanese-made photograph album contains 230 b/w photographs ranging in approximate size from 2.5” x 1.75” 
to 6” x 4.5”.  .  All but one are glued to the pages, captioned, and dated. The album and the photos are in nice shape. 

The album was compiled by F. C. 
Thompson, an American expatriate 
manager for the Dollar Steamship 
Line, the largest and most successful 
U.S. shipping company of the era.  
Although Thompson would continue 
to work for Dollar and live in Japan 
until just before World War Two, 
this album documents what appears 
to be his first year working for the 
company.  

There was a very active American 
expatriate community in Yokohama 
at the time, and the album contains 
photographs of  

Thompson’s friends,  

Steamship officers,  

Their haunts – the Grand Hotel, 
the Bund, the Oriental Palace 
Hotel, Tom Sung Tailors, the 
Pacific Mail Steamship 
Company, Madam Bertlastsky’s 
Elite Boarding House, the Yokohama Amateur 
Rowing Club (YARC), the Yokohama Yacht 
Club (YYC), the Yokohama Country and 
Athletic Club (YCAC), etc.),  

Several steamships (with many of the ship SS 
Robin Goodfellow and its crew),  

Japanese men and women including workers, 
priests, male and female coolies, rickshaw 
men, police, etc., and  

A nice image of Mount Fuji.   

Of special interest are about a dozen photos of 
motorcycle runs, sailing, a rugby match, and 
aquaplaning (a precursor of waterskiing). 

This album was one of several assembled by 
Thompson during the years he spent in Japan.  
Although his name and occupation do not appear 
in this album, they did some of his others, and 
digital images of those photos will be provided with this album. 

A unique and impressive first-hand visual record of a young American shipping executive’s expatriate life in Japan during the early 
1920s.   

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9039  
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34. [MEDICINE & NURSING] Photograph album documenting the treatment of children and teenagers at Dr. Henry Lindlahr’s 
Nature Cure Sanitarium.  Elmhurst, Illinois: 1918. 

This 10.5” x 8.25” album contains approximately 165 photographs (most measuring 2.5” x 3.25”. Many of the photos have been 
glued to album pages along one edge; some have been captioned on the reverse.  The album and photographs are in nice shape. 

Lindlahr was an early promoter of the “Nature Cure,” which rejected allopathic medicine and instead promoted the belief that 
all sickness and disease was caused by “lowered vitality” (due to overwork, overstimulation, medicinal drugs, and surgical 
procedures), “abnormal composition of blood and lymph” (due to poor diet and lack of mineral salts), and “accumulation of waste 
matter” (due to the first two reasons plus the use of alcohol, narcotics, and other stimulants as well as accidental poisoning).  All 
could be cured, he maintained through the “exercise of reason, will and self-control;” returning to the “natural habits of life” in 
eating, dressing, working, resting, and sexual conduct; the “stoppage of all leaks” by rest, sleep, diet, and magnetic treatment; 
and proper “elimination” which could be promoted by fasting, light and air baths, hydrotherapy, chiropractic manipulations, and 
curative gymnastics and sports. Lindlahr, also proponent of “natural eugenics” maintained, 

“When parents . . . create children in accord with 
natural law, . . . mold their bodies and their 
characters into harmony and beauty . . . and rear 
their offspring in health of body and purity of mind 
in harmony with the laws of their being, then we 
shall have true types of beautiful manhood and 
womanhood, then children will no longer be a curse 
and a burden to themselves and to those who bring 
them into the world or to society at large. . . .    
Children thus born and reared in harmony with the 
law will be the future masters of the earth.”  (See 
Lindlahr’s  Nature Cure: Philosophy & Practice Based 
on the Unity of Disease & Cure, Chapter 1.) 

Lindlahr put his theories to work in 1914, when he 
purchased an eight acre property in Elmhurst, Illinois and 
established his Sanitarium where patients could receive 
his “Nature Cure” in a bucolic setting. For $25/week and 
up, his patients received room, board, daily treatments, 
and professional consultation.  Lindlahr’s “resort” 
attracted wealthy clientele which allowed him to expand 
his institution from its original fortress like building to 
include an administration building, a medical college, an 
annex with additional baths, parlors, porches, bungalows, 
and a summer tent camp. 
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The photos in this album show children and their families enjoying the “Nature Cure” in both the summer and winter.  Highlights 
include: 

The entrance to “Dr. Lindlahr’s Health Resort,” 

Toddlers and young children, often with attendant or their well-to-do parents, playing in the summer sunshine and winter 
snow. 

Young girls dressed in nurse’s costumes, 

Small groups of naked children frolicking in a wading pool, 

Bloomer-clad young women engaged in outdoor calisthenics, and more. 

Lindlahr claimed to have learned about the Nature Cure while in Europe from an uneducated German farmer who was a 
renowned healer.  He also was a graduate of the National Medical University of Chicago, a dubious, short-lived school that lasted 
less than five years and was never recognized by the Illinois State Board of Health.  His son, Victor, also the holder of a diploma-
mill medical degree, assumed management of the 
institute and used it his father’s naturopathic journals 
to promote a variety of patent medicines including 
Serutan and Geritol.  After the senior Lindlahr’s death, 
the sanitarium closed in 1924 following a series of 
“irregularities.”  (See Bear’s A Mile Square of Chicago, 
pp 266-8.) 

A unique first-hand visual record of an early sanitarium 
established by one of the founders of naturopathic 
medicine and its effort to “create children” who “will 
be the future masters of the earth.” 

As of 2018, nothing similar is for sale in the trade, no 
auction records for similar items listed at ABPC or the 
Rare Book Hub, and nothing like it held by institutions 
per OCLC, although the American Medical Association 
has an investigative file containing “correspondence, 
advertisements, articles, clippings, books, and 
promotional and supplementary materials on the Lindlahr Sanitariums and various patent medicines, nutrition fads, and health 
periodicals promoted by its operators.” 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9017 
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35. [MILITARY & WAR] [SOCIETY] [TRAVEL] Scrapbook belonging to Colonel (Brevet Brigadier General) Delancy Floyd-Jones.  
Various European locations: 1875-1876. 

This “8 x 11” album contains twenty-
nine used pages filled with calling 
cards, autographs, photographs, 
programs, a menu, and other 
ephemera.  Everything is glued to the 
album pages.  The contents are in 
nice shape.  It appears that four 
leaves have been removed.  The 
album’s spine covering has perished.  
There is an old bookseller’s 
description affixed inside the front 
cover describing its contents and 
titled, “The Colonel Eats Abroad” 
that notes the album also contained 
menus of steamships and hotels 
collected during a tour of Europe.  
Unfortunately all but one of the 
menus has been removed, the others 
were probably attached to the four 
missing leaves.   

Delancy Floyd-Jones was a well-regarded and influential 
career officer in the U. S. Army.  After graduating from 
West Point in 1846, he served in the Mexican War, the 
Yakima War, and the Civil War.  Twice he was recognized 
for gallantry and meritorious conduct in battle, first at 
Molino del Rey and again a Gettysburg.  Following the 
Civil War, he command two different regiments and 
served at a number of posts and stations throughout the 
South and West.  At the time he assembled this 
scrapbook he was the Commander of the 3rd Infantry 
Regiment and apparently on leave touring Europe. 

Scrapbook highlights include: 

115 calling cards (a few duplicated with many signed 
or with personal notes) from people he encountered 
including  

John Meredith Read, a diplomat, author, 
founder of the Wide-Awakes (a paramilitary 
organization that supported Abraham Lincoln in 
the 1860 presidential election), and Adjutant 
General of New York (signed),  

General and Mrs. Philip Sheridan, the famous 
Union Cavalry commander,  

Major General Sir Charles R. McGregor, a 
famous British Army officer, geographer, 
explorer, and head of the Intelligence 
Department of the British Indian Army (two 
cards, one personally addressed),  

Brevet Major General Montgomery Miegs, the 
Union Quartermaster General during the Civil 
War and architect of Arlington National 
Cemetery (two cards, one signed),  
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General A. T. A. Torbert, a division commander in 
the Army of the Potomac’s Cavalry Corps and 
post-war diplomat (with a personal note),  

Alfred Wagstaff, a President of the American 
Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
(signed),  

Captain Mott Hooton, a famed Civil War soldier 
and frontier officer who was commissioned from 
the ranks and recognized for gallantry at 
Gettysburg and during the Sioux Wars,  

John A. Dix, a New York Senator and Governor, 
Secretary of the Treasury, Minister to France, and 
President of the Union Pacific Railroad (with a 
signed personal note),  

Henry A du Pont, a Medal of Honor winner in the 
Civil War, President of Wilmington and Northern 
Railroad, Senator, and owner of the Winterthur 
estate,  

Brevet Major General Baird, a Medal of Honor 
winner in the Civil War, and 

R. F. T. Gascoigne, a noted British officer who 
participated in the attempt to save General 
Gordon and authored To Within a Mile of 
Khartoum (two cards, one with a personal note) 

Two cdv photographs of a beautiful young woman, 
probably Floyd-Jones’s wife, Minnie Oglesby, a New 
Orleans “belle,” who was thirty years his junior. 

Four European hotel advertising cards and two cdv’s, 
one of which appears to be of a small rural inn. 

Eight programs and invitations, one with a menu. 

Quite an interesting and unique 

collection of memorabilia 

assembled by one of the most 

noteworthy Army officers of the 

19th-century.  As of 2018, there is 

nothing similar for sale in the 

trade. There are no auction 

results for similar items in ABPC 

or Rare Book Hub records, 

neither are any similar items held 

by institutions per OCLC.   

SOLD            

Read’Em Again Books #9018  
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36. [MILITARY & WAR] Somewhere in Mexico: album of pictures relating to U.S. Soldiers and Mexicans.  San Francisco: J.D. 
Givens, 1916. 

Complete with 112 unnumbered pages.  Approximately 90 half-tone photographic illustrations are interspersed throughout.  
About 7” x 5”.  Stapled-binding.  Green cardboard covers with red lettering and decoration.  Contents in very nice shape with  
short marginal tears and spots of soiling; binding worn. 

This is a fascinating illustrated account of U.S.-Mexican border problems between 1914 and 1916.  The text includes: 

A factsheet identifying the U.S. forces employed, 

A short summary of events leading up to the U.S. punitive expedition to secure the border in 1916 including the revolutionary 
instability of Mexico, the murder of President Madero, the arrest of U.S. sailors during a port call in Tampico, the subsequent 
U.S. occupation of Vera Cruz, the slaughter and mutilation of 17 U.S. mining engineers who were traveling by train at the 
invitation of President Carranza to assist in the reopening of the Cusihuiriachic mines, the double-crossing, capture, and killing 
of men from a U.S. African-American patrol from the 10th Cavalry who had received permission to pursue bandits across the 
border, and the infamous attacks on Columbus, New Mexico, and Laredo, Texas. 

A day-by-day time-line of border events between March and June of 1916, 

A short description of the Mexican Army and Navy, and 

A number of poems about military life on the border. 

About half of the images show Mexican Federales, bandits, 
politicians, leaders, etc. and about half show U.S. leaders 
and forces include two of the Texas Rangers and one of 
Apache Scouts.  (See Item 17 in this catalog for original 
photographs of some these same images.)   The pictures 
include border guards, encampments, executions, battle 
scenes and casualties, prisoners, Mexican artillery in 
action, bandits blowing up a railroad bridge, the U.S. 
Motor Cycle Corps, a U.S. airship and scout aeroplane, U.S. 
ambulances, a Mexican troop train, etc.  The final image in 
the booklet is map of the border showing the major U.S. 
Army Posts along the border and the Line of March of 
General Pershing’s Punitive Expedition. 

There were two editions of this booklet: a small version 
with only 40 pages, and one, like this example, with 112 
pages.  The larger edition is rather scarce.  As of 2018, only 
six examples are held by institutions per OCLC, and none 
are available for sale in the trade.  There is one auction 
result posted at ABPC and the Rare Book Hub. 

$300  Read’Em Again Books #9010  
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37. [MILITARY & WAR] [RELIGION] [SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS] Memory book assembled by one of the first U.S. YMCA 
workers to deploy during World War One who later received a commission in the Army and after the Armistice served as a 
missionary in North Dakota.  Compiled by Richard G. Preston.  United Kingdom, France, North Dakota, and Massachusetts: 
1917-1958. 

This scrapbook measures 12” x 12.5” and contains 37 pages with about 90 
documents, vouchers, photographs, watercolors, patches, letters, 
newspaper clippings, and other ephemeral pieces. The album and most of 
the contents are in very nice shape; some of the newspaper clippings show 
wear.   

Preston was attending Princeton University in early 1917, when after a 
recruiting visit by a senior International YMCA executive he and twenty-
four other young volunteers were selected to support the British Army on 
the frontlines of Europe and Mesopotamia.  However, by the time the 
contingent arrived in London, the U.S. had entered the war, and instead of 
serving with the British, he was directed to establish YMCA sites at 
Besancon and Ponsex-les-Forges.  He applied for a military commission in 
early 1918 and was appointed as a First Lieutenant in the Army’s Sanitation 
Corps in March and assigned to the 41st Division, a depot organization that 
provided replacements for front-line units.  Following the Armistice, he 
enrolled in the American School at the University of Paris and completed 
courses in French history, literature, thought, and politics.  After returning 
to the United States, he became a missionary in Marion, North Dakota for 
the Congregational Home Missionary Society despite not having any 
theological background.  It’s unclear how long he remained, but in 1933 he 
accepted the position of rector at 
the All Saints Episcopal Church in 
Worcester, Massachusetts, which 
he held until he retired in 1958.    

Contents include: 

A photo of the first U.S. service 
workers to deploy overseas 
during World War I and 
Preston’s welcome letter into 
the group, 

Preston’s International YMCA 
identification papers, his British 
Identity Book, and French 
Customs document, 

Preston’s YMCA and 41st 
Division uniform patches, 

A wide variety of YMCA and 
U.S. Army forms, documents, 
photos, telegrams, etc. 

Letters, newspaper articles, 
and other mementos to include watercolors and a well-done 10-page rebus letter from a female friend, 

Preston’s employment offer to perform missionary work in North Dakota from The Congregational Home Missionary Society, 
five real-photo-postcards of Litonville and Marion, North Dakota, and a five-page typed travel diary of his auto trip from 
Lexington, Massachusetts to Marion and a return journey to Philadelphia, part of which was along the Lincoln Highway, 

Preston’s retirement letter to the parishioners of All Saints Church, and much more. 

A very nice record of one of the first U.S. civilian Service Organization workers to deploy overseas in World War One made even 
more interesting by the inclusion of material documenting his post-war missionary work in North Dakota.  As of 2018, no other 
records from the first group of U.S. civilian war service workers is available for sale in the trade, and none are held by institutions 
per OCLC.  ABPC and the Rare Book Hub show no auction records for similar items. 

$450  Read’Em Again Books #9042 
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38. [MILITARY & WAR] [TRAVEL] Memory book kept by a World War One veteran documenting “The Second A. E. F. 1927,” the 
American Legion’s ninth annual convention held in Paris, France.  Compiled by James A. Watson.  United States, at sea, France, 
England, and Scotland: 1927. 

This official scrapbook album, titled “Travel-Log of the Second A. E. F.: My 
Trip to France, 1927,” measures 11” x 7” and contains 160 pages filled with 
about 250 captioned b/w photographs (most approximately 4.5” x 3.75”), 
a like number of ephemeral pieces, and a detailed 14-page manuscript 
travel diary.  Almost all of the contents are in very nice shape, and there is 
only light wear to the album cover.  A few of the pages are disbound, and 
several more are tenuously attached. 

In 1927, the tenth anniversary of the U. S. entry into World War One, the 
American Legion held its ninth annual convention in Paris, and over 30,000 
veterans (including General Pershing), family members, and guests 
attended.  The events kicked off on 19 September and for the next four 
days attendees participated in a continuous round of dinners, tours, 
events, and a parade.   

Watson, a Scottish immigrant, 
was living in Brooklyn when he 
was drafted in 1917.  He was 
assigned to the 307th Infantry 
Regiment in the 77th Division, 
which was composed almost 
entirely of New York draftees.  
It was the first of the draftee 
divisions to see action in 
France, where Watson was  
injured in a German gas 
attack.  Following the war, 
Watson settled in California. 

Watson and his wife left Los 
Angeles by train for New York 
on 1 August where they 
boarded the S.S. Republic 
along with a host of other 
conventioneers.  They arrived 
in Paris on the 18th and spent 
the next month visiting family 
and friends in France.  On 18 
September, they visited the 
Headquarters of the American 
Legion in Paris and the 
following day marched in the 
convention’s ten-mile parade 
along with 20,000 others. Following the convention, the couple visited battlefields and laid a memorial at the grave of a soldier 
who had served with Watson.  They spent the rest of the month sightseeing in Paris and the Ile-de-France, after which they toured 
London before traveling to Watson’s family home in Glasgow where they visited with relatives until the end of the month, when 
they departed for home, again on the S.S. Republic, eventually arriving in Los Angeles on 20 November.   

The photos include images of the Watsons’ travel by train and ship, group photos with convention attendees, family and friends 
in Scotland and France, sightseeing in France and London, and the battlefields.  The ephemera includes travel programs, train 
and ship tickets, menus, convention information, battlefield visit information, newspaper clippings, business and calling cards, 
hotel and business documents and advertising, nightclub and theater programs and tickets, assorted brochures and pamphlets, 
baggage and travel stickers, candy wrappers, an embroidered steamship ribbon, and much more.  

A wonderful collection of narrative, photographs, and ephemeras attesting to a veteran’s reliving of what was, no doubt, the 
most memorable experience of his life. 

$450  Read’Em Again Books #9040 
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39. [MILITARY & WAR] Extensive World War II archive from a Marine Platoon Sergeant who was wounded twice, once on 
Guadalcanal and a second time on Iwo Jima. Collected by Bertrand S. Esler, Jr. (and probably his mother).  California, South 
Carolina, and the Pacific: 1938-1945. 

This archive consists of one 11” x 8” Marine Corps photograph 
‘Logalbum” and a large organized binder of photographs, letters, 
documents, and other ephemera.  Everything is in nice shape. 

This is the best Marine’s archive from World War Two that we have 
encountered.  It documents Esler’s entire time of service from his 
initial training in San Diego through combat (and wounding) at 
Guadalcanal and Iwo Jima until his discharge in 1945. 

The photograph Logalbum consists of 42 captioned pages filled with 
about 145 pre-war photographs ranging in size from 4.5” x 2.75” to 
10” x 7.25”.   

These photos document Elser’s military life at U.S.M.C. Base San Diego 
including Camps Kelly and Elliot, Paris Island South Carolina, and 
furloughs in Tijuana and Hollywood.  There are images of main gates, 
barracks (inside and out), tent cities, parades, hikes, chow lines and a 
mess hall, bayonet drill, various uniforms, evening recreations 
(blanket tosses, pyramids, etc.), rifle ranges, machine gun school, with 
movie props at Grauman’s Egyptian Theater, a bull fight, etc.  The last 
photo in the album is 10” x 7.25” and was taken during the war.  It 
shows Esler and two buddies drinking at a bar and is captioned “U.S. 
Liberty in a Long Time 1/17/43 Godale Gradwohl Esler All injured in 
Action.” 

The large three-ring binder features a 6” x 5” embroidered Marine 
Corps Eagle, Globe, & Anchor patch inserted into see-through front-
cover pocket.   
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The binder contains about 110 
photographs (all b/w except for one 
color) ranging in size from 2.5” x 2 to 
7.5” x 10”; the overwhelming 
majority are approximately 4.5” x 
3”.    

22 images are from 1942 and 
1943 and show stateside camps 
and machine gun training and 16 
were taken in Hawaii.   

66 photos from the Solomon 
Islands, Guadalcanal, and Iwo 
Jima.  One is a real-photo-
postcard that shows the USS 
Wright and five show topless 
island women.  The remainder 
show Esler and fellow Marines 
engaged in operations on 
Guadalcanal (and perhaps also 
Iwo Jima); about half are 
captioned on the reverse and 
many have initialed “Passed by Navy Censor” backstamps.  A few are 
photos taken while in combat, and a number are grotesque images of dead 
Japanese soldiers including two dismembered heads. 

There are five posed photos of Japanese military personnel, no doubt taken 
from captives or dead bodies. 

There are over 50 pieces of ephemera including 

Letters, V-mal, and postcards, 

Membership cards, military orders, certificates, passes, a machine gun 
training report, a laundry slip, a mimeographed Japanese rank insignia 
guide. 

Telegrams and letters reporting that Esler had been wounded at 
Guadalcanal (gunshot to shoulder) and Iwo Jima (gunshot to leg) 

A Neptunis Rex Summons and Certificate from an equator crossing 
ceremony,  

Menus, programs, booklets, Japanese currency, unit newsletters and 
Christmas cards,  

Discharge and pension paperwork and certificates as well as a gilt-
stamped leatherette “Honorable Discharge” holder. 

A terrific record of a combat-hardened Marine’s service from the time of his 
enlistment in 1938 until his discharge as a Platoon Sergeant in 1945 with eye-
popping images of death and destruction.  As of 2018, nothing similar is for 
sale in the trade, and there are no auction records for similar items at ABPC 
or Rare Book Hub although has sold at an eBay auction.  OCLC shows that one 
institution holds an album of official Marine Corps Iwo Jima photographs. 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9043 
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40. [MILITARY & WAR] [PROPAGANDA] Four different World War Two airdropped propaganda leaflets. 

G.38, Die Festung Europa 
hat kein Dach (Fortress 
Europe has no Roof).  
Great Britain: Political 
Warfare Executive, 1943.  
This double-sided leaflet 
measures 8.5” x 10.5”.  The 
front uses both red/black 
graphics and text to point 
out that the English-
American air offensive had 
become far greater than 
that of the German 
Luftwaffe against England 
ever was.  The reverse 
features a cartoon showing 
Adolf Hitler and the Devil 
celebrating the bombing of 
London in 1940 and then 
cowering as an allied 
bomber attacks a German 
city; its text includes a 
series of boastful quotes 
made early in the war by 
Hermann Goering and 
others about the German 
Air Force.  The leaflet has 
tape remnants at the tips 
of its two upper corners 
and some small tears and chips along the right margin.  These flyers were airdropped over Gemany between late June and early 
August of 1943 

G.41, An die Zivilbevölkerung der Deutschen Industriegebiete (To the Civilian populations of German Industrial Areas.  Great 
Britain: 1943.  This double-sided leaflet measures approximately 5.25” x 8.5”.  The front is a drawing of the Royal Coat of Arms 
of the United Kingdom and text on both sides is a warning that the Allies were going to undertake massive bombing attacks on 
the Rhenish-Wesphalian Industrial area of Germany where over one-third of the industrial area had already been destroyed.  It 
further reports that although Winston Churchill had previously publically declared all German cities and towns that contained 
armament factories would be considered to in the theater of military operations and had advised civilians to leave those areas, 
his message had been kept from the population by the German Government.  This pamphlet reiterates that civilians should 
evacuate and ends with the ominous notice, in German of course, that “Whoever ignores this  warning has only himself to 
blame for the consequences.”  The leaflet is in nice shape with faint pocket folds.  There are tape remnants at the tips of its 
corners.  Although the leaflet is dated 26th June 1943, it was airdropped in July and August of 1943. 

Beach-Head: Death’s Head, AI-065-4-44.  Germany: 1944.  This double-sided leaflet measures approximately 6” x 8”.  The front 
features an over-all graphic showing a large smiling skull above a map of the Anzio and Nuttuno on the west coast of Italy that 
includes airplanes and ships sinking into the Mediterranean Sea.  The text on the reverrse ridicules the Allied amphibious 
landing, pointing out that while the Allies successfully established a beachhead in January of 1944, they had made very little 
progress moving inward and northword, and casualties grew ever greater.  In nice shape with pocket folds; some closed tears 
and minor chipping at fold ends.  Light soiling and edge-wear. This iconic propaganda leaflet was dropped over British and 
American units in April of 1944. 

T/27 (probably), Die for Hitler or Live for Germany (English translation). [Psychological Warfare Branch, U. S Air Force 
Headquarters.  [1945]. This double-sided leaflet measures 8” x 10”.  An English translation of a propaganda leaflet dropped 
over German forces; possibly a mock-up.  The front bears the message”Die for Hitler or Live for German?” in big letters.  The 
reverse shows side-by-side images: one of two German military grave markers and the other of a signed love-letter home; 
above both is a bold caption, “Where Do You Want Your Name?  Here or Here?”  The leaflet is in nice shape with faint pocket 
folds.  Probably disseminated near the end of the war 

SOLD Read’Em Again Books #9033   
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41. [MILITARY & WAR] [WOMEN & GIRLS]  Disbound scrapbook kept by a female First Sergeant who was one of the very first 
women to enlist in the Marine Corps during World War Two.  Compiled by Ruth M. Sullivan.  Massachusetts, New York, 
Pennsylvania, and Iowa: most 1943-1945, and one item from the late 1960s. 

16 disbound pages 
each measuring 12” x 
10” containing about 
50 photographs, 
news clippings, and 
other ephemera.  All 
of the items are 
glued to the pages 
except for one 5” x 7” 
portrait photo of 
Sullivan which is 
corner mounted on 
the last page.  The 
contents are in nice 
shape; the album 
pages are edge-
worn. 

Sullivan was 26 years 
old when she left her 
job as an executive 
secretary to become 
one of the very first 
women to enlist in 
the Marine Corps 
Women’s Reserve on 
4 March 1943.  She 
reported to the US 
Naval Training School 
at Hunter College in the Bronx where the curriculum had been modified and Marine drill instructors added.  Training included 
drill, physical training, map reading, defense against air attack, aircraft identification, etc.  Sullivan must have performed well 
because after a short period of service, she was promoted to Technical Sergeant and sent to the Marine Corps First Sergeant 
School at the Philadelphia Naval Yard’s Marine Barracks where she completed one of its first (if not the first) co-educational 
courses.  During her World War Two service, Sullivan served at the Marine Corps Procurement Office in Des Moines, Iowa and as 
the First Sergeant of Marine Operational Training Squadron 81 at the Cherry Point Air Station in North Carolina. 

Album highlights include: 

A magazine clipping with photo about Sullivan, titled “First Girl Joins the Marines,” 

A newspaper clipping and photo, titled “Top Kick,” that notes that she was the “first sergeant for an operational training . . . 
squadron, which ranges in size from 300 to 700 men. . . .  Newcomers to the station are amazed to find the ‘top-kick’ answers 
to the name of Ruth.” 

Several other newspaper clippings and photos mentioning Sullivan’s service. 

About twenty-five vernacular photographs (mostly 4.5” x 3”) showing Sullivan and other Women Marines in uniform and 
mufti, marching, relaxing, and at home on leave or pass. 

Other assorted items including two certificates for marksmanship, a clipping announcing she placed 7th out of fourteen 
competitors in a rifle and pistol competition in Des Moines, a large illustrated article about the co-education First Sergeants 
Course, and a portrait photograph of Sullivan in an American Legion uniform from the late 1960s 

A first-hand visual record of one of the very first Women Marines’ service in World War Two.   As of 2018, no other first-hand 
written or visual accounts from any of the very first World War Two Women Marines are for sale in the trade; no similar items 
are identified as institutional holdings by OCLC.  One auction record for a similar grouping from a Woman Marine who joined two 
months later and rose to the rank of Tech Sergeant is listed at the Rare Book Hub. 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9023  
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42. [MILITARY & WAR] A Chief Quartermaster’s daily diary documenting his minesweeper’s role in the World War Two 
amphibious landings at Anzio and Southern France.  Kept by CQM O. W. Conrath.  Texas, Italy, France, and England: 1943-
1946. 

The hardcover journal measures approximately 5.25” x 8” and contains 110 used pages filled with daily entries.  A number of 
post-war pages have been removed making the binding feel a little loose.  The pages are clean and easy to read.  The cover shows 
some wear and soiling.   

During his three years of duty, 
Conrath served aboard several 
vessels: USS YMS-248, USS 
Bridge, USS Brooklyn, USS 
Temptress, USS Kempthrone (a 
lend-lease ship), and USS 
Bataan.  As with most military 
journals and ship’s logs, most of 
Conrath’s entries are rather 
mundane and reflect the daily 
routines of service.  However, 
this diary includes a number of 
entries describing combat 
including: 

15-21 May 1944 – Arrived 
Capo d’Anzio at 0830 air 
raid 2200 German lines only 
6 miles from here. . . .  
Swept “F” and inboard “L” 
PM  Germans fired on us for 
two hours – no hits but 
pretty near misses and I 
learned the noise a piece of 
shrapnel makes when it 
passes within 25 feet of 
you. . . .  Shell burst only 50 
yards from us and from the sound it made in passing over flying bridge it was only 10 or 20 feet away. . . . 

1-3 June 1944 – While sweeping the new “Love Channel” . . . we were fired on by German artillery.  At 1430 we cut our first 
moored mine . . . and then another at 1431.  They certainly were ugly looking bastards floating in the water.  They looked the 
size of a large truck wheel. . . .  An SC sank them with 20 MM fire – Another sweep in our group swept a 3rd mine. . . .  Swept 
same as yesterday, fired on again as usual – No hits – Close though! 

3-5 August 1944 – Learned today that we are to be part of a group that invades Southern France. . . .  I’m beginning to realize 
how the men who made the invasion of Normandy must have felt previous to the H hour.  Dress rehearsal tomorrow or the 
day after. . . .  Completed installation of special radar equipment. . . .   

14 August 1944 – Following msg received this PM – General Wilson and Admiral Cunningham wish you good luck . . . Your 
enterprise will make history and will deal a fatal blow to the enemy . . . Tonight will be one that all of us shall long remember. 

15-16 August 1944 – At 0300 we started in. . . . we were the first ones to go in.  Met no enemy resistance. . . .  we watched 
the battlewagons and cruisers shell the beach – At 1200 we started sweeping. . . .  A two engine German plane flew over but 
dropped no bombs.  Although he flew through a tremendous amount of ack-ack he was not hit. . . .  the YMS-24 struck a mine 
and was destroyed.  Last reports indicate that all but two men have been rescued. . . .  Arrived off Marseilles. . . . Saw new 
cruiser Vincennes in action. . . .  Swept channel into Marseilles for DD381 or started to.  After nearing Marseilles they (enemy) 
opened up on us with everything she had.  Her guns outranged, the DD381 poured it into the beach till we could lay a smoke 
screen and haul ass. . . .  Today was worse than we were ever shelled off Anzio. . . .  

Conrath and his ships survived the landings and by 8 May 1945 were docked at Staten Island, “V-E day!  Went over into town to 
Times Square to watch celebration. . . .” 

A very nice first-hand account of a small ship’s participation in two of the three largest amphibious landings of World War Two.   

$500  Read’Em Again Books #9008  
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43. [MILITARY & WAR] [WOMEN & GIRLS} Photograph album documenting the service of a Woman Marine (WM) truck 

driver in World War Two.  Compiled by Winifred “Freddie” Bryant.  North Carolina: 1944-1945. 

The leather U.S. Marines Service Album 

measures 11.5” x 8.5” and features a 

color Eagle, Globe, and Anchor Marine 

Corps emblem and a stylized color 

illustration of an amphibious landing.  It 

contains approximately 180 b/w 

vernacular photographs, with most 

ranging in size from 2.5” x 3.5” to 4.5” 

x 3.25” and one 8” x 10” class photo.  

All but five are mounted with photo 

corners and most are captioned.  

Everything is in nice shape.   

Bryant enlisted in the Marine Corps 

Women’s Reserve in early 1944 and 

completed recruit training as part of 

Platoon L-4, 24th Battalion at Camp 

Lejeune, North Carolina.  (Training for 

Women Marines had relocated to 

Lejeune from Hunter and Mount 

Holyoke Colleges the previous 

September).  She then received additional training in 

Motor Transport and was assigned as a truck driver with 

Aircraft Engineering Squadron 45 at the Marine Corps Air 

Station in Cherry Point, North Carolina.  While such an 

assignment was not rare, it was still uncommon as the 

overwhelming majority of World War Two WMs served in 

administrative, professional, and other indoor positions. 

Eight of the photos are portrait images of fellow WMs, 

many signed.  Other photos show Bryant and other 

women in a variety of uniforms including coveralls, in 

convoy training, with a variety of jeeps and trucks, “cattle 

trucks” used to transport large groups of marines to 

training sites, working on engines, a long chow line, 

bedtime with “mascots” (stuffed animals), on leave or 

pass at the beach and on a fishing trip with male marines, 

lots of cuddling and kissing with male marines, Christmas 

decorations, their barracks including bunks an the 

laundry, scrubbing the floor on “G.I. Field Day,”, etc. 

Also included is Bryant’s “Domain of Neptunis Rex” certificate which would only have been awarded to her if she had crossed the 

equator while at sea.  It identifies her as a Corporal and is dated 8 May 1945.  This would indicate that although nothing else in 

the album so indicates, Bryant was deployed overseas before the end of her service, which would have been highly unusual as 

the law that established the Women’s Reserve prohibited service outside of the Continental United States.  That prohibition was 

partially lifted in late September of 1944 so that WM were allowed to volunteer for service in Hawaii.  Many applied to do so, but 

only a relative few of the very best were accepted.  

This is a terrific first-hand visual record of one of the relative few Women Marine’s to serve in other than administrative duties 

during World War Two. 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9024  
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44. [MILITARY & WAR] Vietnam War Photograph Album documenting air assault and ground operations conducted by the 
9th Infantry Division.  Photographs by Anusuk, Brow, et. al.  Vietnam: 9th Infantry Division, 1968. 

Collection of 20 8” x 10” b/w 

photographs taken by military 

photographers within the 9th 

Infantry Division.  Stored within 

a 10” x 12” ring-bound 

“Memories of South Viet-Nam” 

album.  About half have 

divisional use/credit hand-

stamps and/or docketing on the 

reverse.  One is captioned, 

“Field of Reeds.”  Overall in very 

nice shape; all of the photos can 

be easily removed from the 

album.  A few have pinholes or 

tiny chips in the corners from 

mounting to a wall, several have 

paint stains on the reverse, and 

one has some creases and short 

tears, and one has a ring stain on 

the front.  The album is lightly 

worn; its self-adhesive pages are 

no longer tacky.  

The images show air assault, 

ground, and riverine operations; 

they include: 

U.S. and Vietnamese soldiers patrolling in Mekong Delta 

A fire team in a small Vietnamese boat 

Soldiers standing alongside an M-113 personnel carrier 

A medic attending to a soldier’s leg wound 

A soldier firing an M-60 machine gun with brass flying 

Soldiers watching smoke billow bombs dropped in an air 

attack 

UH-1, Cobra, and CH-47 helicopters in action (probably from 

the 214th Combat Aviation Battalion which operated in direct 

support of the 9th Infantry Division 

The 9th Infantry Division was tasked with the most challenging 

assignment in all of Vietnam, securing the approach to Saigon 

from the Mekong River Delta.  It operated within what was initially 

Viet Cong controlled territory and was specifically charged with 

defending the area’s population from Communist insurgents and 

facilitating South Vietnamese government’s pacification program.  

The division’s success was remarkable, and by the end of 1968, 

most of the Viet Cong had been driven from Long An Province and 

most of the roads had been reopened under South Vietnamese 

control.  Deserted villages were reoccupied and thousands of acres previously abandoned rice fields had been put back into 

production.  

Overall, a sound visual record of operations within the Mekong Delta using candid photographs taken by official soldier-

photographers. 

$350 Read’Em Again Books #9025  
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45.  [MUSIC] [NATIVE AMERICANA] Ten Little Injuns: Comic Song and Chorus.  By Septimus Winner.  Philadelphia: Sep. 
Winner, 1868. 

Complete with six pages including the 
cover.  10.75” x 14”.  First edition (see 
Dichter & Shapiro, 152).  The cover features 
ten silhouettes of Native Americans.   
Soiling and heavy edge-wear; neatly 
mended spine. One four-inch horizontal 
tear on each of the last two leaves. 1869 gift 
inscription at upper right corner of the front 
cover. 

In 1868, Septimus Winner published this 
song, said to have been based on an earlier 
minstrel show skit, in which “ten little 
‘Injuns’” disappear one-by-one, often the 
result of violent deaths.  It proved popular, 
became a minstrel staple itself, and was 
quickly republished by other music 
companies, e.g. Lee & Walker, Oliver 
Ditson, etc.  A year later, Frank Green 
rewrote the lyrics as Ten Little Niggers, and 
the song’s popularity exploded, and both 
versions became popular and often were 
published as counting rhymes for children. 
The rhyme was, perhaps, more popular in 
England than in the States, and years later, 
Agatha Christie used those titles for one of 
her best murder mysteries which was later 
turned into both a theatrical play and a 
motion picture titled And Then There Were 
None. 

The first edition, self-published by Winner 
himself is much less common than printings 
by the major sheet music publishers.  As of 
2018, no other examples are for sale in the 
trade, and there are no records of auction 
sales at ABPC or the Rare Book Hub.  OCLC 
locates only two institutional holdings of 
the true first edition.  Some problems, so 
priced accordingly. 

$300  Read’Em Again Books #9012  
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46. [MUSIC] [THEATER & ENTERTAINMENT] Scrapbook-Photo Album documenting performances of Doc Schneider’s Texas 

Yodeling Cowboys and the Ford Rangers.  Complied by Margaret Davis from material sent by her son, Whitney Gorusch, “The 

Wizard of the Banjo and Guitar.”  Various locations, mostly Texas and Colorado: 1934-1936 

This 12.5” x 9.5” string-tied album is packed with over 150 photographs and pieces of ephemera.  The photos range in size from 

2” square to 8” x 10”; most are 5.5” x 3.5”.  Everything is glued to the pages except for one large press photo and an 11” x 14” 

broadside.  Most of the smaller and mid-size photos are in nice shape; a number of the larger have edge-wear and creases.  

Most of the ephemera is in nice shape; all of the clippings have toned and a number have tears, edge-wear, chips and missing 

pieces.  The scrapbook is missing its rear cover; the front cover is heavily worn with an old hinge repair. One loose leaf. 

Whitney “Whit” Gorusch, the “Wizard of the Banjo and Guitar,” was a member of Doc Schneider’s Texas Yodeling Cowboys 

(sometimes billed as the Texas Yodeling Cowboys and Mexican Border String Band), which was probably formed in 1932 in 

Atlanta at the beginning of the yodeling cowboy music craze started by Jimmie Rodgers.  Their big boost into national fame 

began when they became one of the house bands for outlaw radio station XER (later XERA) which was owned by the infamous 

quack medicine man, John R. Brinkley, and used to hawk his products after he was banned from doing so in the United States.  

XER, which was located in Villa Acuña across the river from Del Rio, Texas was the most powerful radio station in the world, and 

its country stars, including the Carter Family, became popular throughout the United States.  The Texas Yodeling Cowboy’s 

show, which included comedy sketches, roping, sharp shooting, and an “educated dog,” toured the country and eventually 

secured a weekly national broadcast on NBC.  As the national popularity of cowboy music (with the notable exception of screen 

stars Gene Autry and Roy Rogers) began to wane in the mid-thirties, the Yodeling Cowboys apparently folded, and Gorusch 

became a member of the Ford Motor Company’s “Ford Rangers.” The Rangers, a popular regional cowboy band, performed on 

Denver’s KOA and Houston’s KPRL radio stations when it was not performing at promotional events at auto shows, dealerships, 

and movie houses.  After Gorusch left the Rangers, he settled in Battle Creek, Michigan, where he worked as a mechanic and 

gave occasional performances on his electric Hawaiian guitar. 

The album includes vernacular touring photos and large publicity shots, handbills, broadsides, advertising postcards, programs, 

passes and tickets, an advertising card for Alice the Alligator Girl, tourist stickers, and scores of newspaper clippings. There is 

one magazine article and a number of newspaper clippings about Brinkley, radio station XER, and his legal problems including 

attempts to shut down his broadcasts. 

A unique window into an entertainment phenomenon that swept the United States in the 1930s.  As of 2018, nothing similar is 

for sale in the trade, and no auction records for similar items are on file at ABPC or the Rare Book Hub.  OCLC reports to similar 

items held by institutions; Texas State University at San Marcos has a Texas Swing archive, and Georgia State University holds 

the Tex Forman papers. 

SOLD  Read’Em Again Books #9046  
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47. [SOCIETY] Two large “social” scrapbooks assembled by a prominent member of New England society during the Great 
Depression.  Compiled by Colonel Walter Merriam Pratt.  New England and Bermuda: 1936-1937. 

Together these 8” x 9.5” half-leather albums contain about 500 
pages, loaded with a total of what must be over 1,500 photographs, 
newspaper clippings, half-tone magazine photos, invitations, risqué 
cartoons, half-tone topless photos, telegrams, letters, business 
cards, tickets, magazine articles, postcards, thank you cards, and 
other assorted ephemera.  All of the contents are glued down and 
in nice shape.  The gilt lettering along one spine reads, “Follies of 
1936 / January to July / Bermuda Party / Mayflower Society / 
Winifred Peniston,” the other “Follies of 1937 / June – November / 
Eastern Yacht Club / Manchester VT.”  Sound bindings.  Covers have 
some light wear and well-worn spines.  

Pratt came from a very wealthy, well-established New England 
family.  Immediately after graduating from high school, he became 
an executive in the Train Smith Company of Boston at age 19 and 
seven years later established his own paper company.  Although he 
used the title Colonel until his death at age 93 in 1973, Pratt only 
served several months on active duty in Washington during World 
War Two.  He was however a member of, or associated with, the 
Massachusetts National Guard and Reserve where he achieved the 
rank of Lieutenant Colonel.  He was an author (mostly local histories) 
and a noted collector of books and historical documents.  One 
newspaper clipping in these scrapbook titles him a “Clubman 
[perhaps] THE champion joiner” of all time, noting that he held “25 
life memberships, 23 annual memberships and more than a score of 
former memberships” including the Sons of Mayflower, Sons of the 
American Revolution, Eastern Yacht Club, Union Club, Army and 
Navy Club, the Boston Volunteer Police, Old South Society, State of 
Maine Club, Boston Art Club, and dozens more.   

This is an exceptional collection 
documenting society happenings 
(parties, engagements, marriages, 
deaths (including Andrew Mellon, 
events, etc.) including many items 
related to the Eastern Yacht Club of 
Marblehead Maine where Pratt 
apparently held a major cocktail 
party in conjunction with Race 
Week and the club’s fiftieth 
anniversary. His Bermuda Christmas 
party was equally lavish.  Pratt was 
also apparently enthralled with 
risqué cartoons and illustrations of 
topless women as there are many of 
both.  There are also a number of 
pages interspersed throughout that 
highlight current events, e.g., the 
Hindenburg disaster, rise of Hitler 
and Mussolini, and the Dionne 
Quintuplets.  Life in the middle of 
the Great Depression wasn’t all that 
bad for some folks. 
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48.  [TRAVEL] [WOMEN & GIRLS] Journal-scrapbook-photograph album kept by a wealthy woman documenting her 
automobile travels throughout New England.  New England: 1920-1928 

This 11” x 12.5” album contains 143 pages filled with about 450 journal entries, photographs, clippings, postcards, brochures, 
and other ephemera.  The items are all glued to the album pages or tipped into the binding.  Everything is in nice shape; the 
gutter of the album is beginning to crack.   

 
This large album was assembled by Mrs. Charles E. 
Curtis, wife of the Superintendent of the Wright Co. 
Shoe Factory in Rockland, Massachusetts. Between 
1920 and 1928, Mrs. Curtis led several automobile 
trips throughout New England for family and friends in 
her Studebaker a photo of which she proudly displays 
at the beginning of her journal.  Her entries are legible, 
detailed, and filled with information about her 
traveling companions, the roads, the sights, hotels, 
restaurants, meals, and more.   

Each page is illustrated with photographs, postcards, 
clippings brochures, ticket stubs, time-tables, business 
cards, a Memorial Day poppy, trip itineraries, etc.   

Truly an amazing record of early auto-touring and New 
England life in the 1920s. 

$600  Read’Em Again Books #9036 
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49. [TRAVEL] [PHILATELY] Letters from a Globetrotter: Written for members of the Round-the-World Society.  Written and 
mailed by Elmer D. Raymond.  Algeria, Morocco, Morocco Agency, Spanish Morocco, Gibraltar, Spain, France, Monaco, Italy, 
and Greece: Round-the World Society, 1925-1926. 

This collection of 57 pieces of 
correspondence (41 mimeographed letters 
numbered XLIII through LXXXIII and 16 post 
cards) and six half-tone photographic 
enclosures is housed in a 6.75” x 9.5” two-
screw, loose-leaf, leatherette binder with 
embossed title and decoration.  In addition 
to the letters and cards, the binder contains 
a sailing ship frontispiece, title page, 
forward, and fold-out map of the world.  
The numbered letters have been punched 
to fit the binder and are inserted 
chronologically; the postcards are laid-in at 
appropriate points in the chronological 
sequence.  Everything is in very nice shape; 
the letters have some minor edge-wear. 

Raymond formed the Round-the Word 
Society and offered to send letters “from 
the mighty metropolises of European 
civilization, from the squalid villages of 
African savagery, from the icy wastes of the 
Arctic, [and] from the barren sands of the 
deserts” to all who subscribed to his 
service.  It’s unknown how many people 
subscribed to become members of the 
Society.   

The number of different letters sent by 
Raymond is also unclear as, based on the 
varying numbers and letter locations/dates 
in extant binders, it appears few, if any, 
individuals subscribed for the entire length 
of Raymond’s journey.  It is known that he 
began his travels in early July of 1925 and 
they continued to at least November of 
1926 when he mailed letter number LXXXIII 
(83).   

While in Morocco, Raymond also began 
offering a picture postcard service for an 
additional fee. However as no extant 
binders other than this one contain his 
postcards, it would appear few of the Society members added this option to their subscription. 

Each of Raymond’s letters consist of three pages, and all have captivating titles such as “In the Nest of Pirates,” “The Dancing 
Nigger is in Town,” “With the Spanish Army in the Riff,” “Old Vesuvius Still has a Kick or Two,” etc.  The contents are equally 
fascinating, as Raymond paints vivid word pictures of the people, culture, history, and current events of the places he visits.  
Coupled with the picture postcards, this binder provides a remarkable illustrated description of the world in the mid-1920s 

As of 2018, there are four other binders (with different letter groupings) for sale in the trade; none of them include Raymond’s 
postcards.  Two auction records for binders (also without any postcards) are listed at ABPC and the Rare Book Hub.  OCLC shows 
only one binder (also without postcards) held by an institution. 

$350  Read’Em Again Books #9015  
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50. [WOMEN & GIRLS] Photograph of a girls’ broom brigade drill team.  Photograph by F. W. Legg.  Lexington, Massachusetts, 
circa 1885. 

This card-mounted photograph measures 5.75” x 
4”.  It shows the team commander, standing front 
and center, three other leaders, and nine other 
members. (A few more team members may be 
hidden from behind the leaders.)  The card is 
annotated on the reverse, “Mrs. W. M. Horsch 
taken in this picture when she was a girl,” and 
there is a check mark above the head of one girl in 
the photograph.  The photograph is in nice shape; 
the card has some minor soiling. 

Broom drill was a recreational, athletic activity 
that took the country by storm during the last 
fifteen years of the 19th century in which teams of 
young women would perform intricate 
uniformed, military drill routines using brooms 
instead of rifles.  It appears that the idea to 
establish “broom brigades” may have first arisen 
within the Loyal Temperance Legion (LTL), the 
youth organization founded by the Women’s 
Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) in the 1870s.  
Eager to find pastimes to draw young men into the 
temperance movement, the LTL began to 
establish boy’s drill teams that mirrored the very 
popular competition drill units sponsored by 
military schools and local militias.  Not wanting to 
exclude young women, but reluctant to arm them 
with rifles, the adult LTL leadership modified the 
boys’ drill to feature brooms or fans instead, and 
soon girls’ broom drill teams were being 
sponsored by churches, high schools, colleges, aid 
societies, patriotic organizations, and all manner 
of social groups.   

Samuel Clemons referenced the phenomenon in Life on the Mississippi, “The Broom Brigade. It is composed of young ladies who 
dress in a uniform costume, and go through the infantry drill, with broom in place of musket. It is a very pretty sight, on private 
view. When they perform on the stage of a theater, in the blaze of colored fires, it must be a fine and fascinating spectacle. I saw 
them go through their complex manual with grace, spirit, and admirable precision. I saw them do everything which a human being 
can possibly do with a broom, except sweep. I did not see them sweep. But I know they could learn. What they have already 
learned proves that.”   

And . . . they did perform. While records of competitions between broom brigades are sparse, contemporary newspaper reports 
show many teams performed locally, often raising money for charity.  One contemporary reviewer noted, “The great attraction 
of the evening was the ‘Broom Drill, in which 17 young ladies . . . appeared on the stage in neat white sailor suits with red 
trimmings. The brooms were also decorated with red trimmings, and as the ladies marched with colors flying, keeping perfect 
time to the piano they presented quite a warlike appearance and fairly took the house by storm. They showed a proficiency in the 
usual military tactics which was truly surprising. At the close of the drill, the brooms were sold at auction . . . bringing from 50 
cents to $1 each.”  Fitchburg Sentinel (Fitchburg, Massachusetts) Mar 29, 1882. 
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of diaries, letters, ephemera, postal history, photographs, and sometimes even books. 
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We hope you’ll be able to visit us at one of these upcoming shows: 

2018 

Virginia Antiquarian Book Fair at Richmond, Virginia – 6-7 April 

Florida Antiquarian Book Fair at St. Petersburg, Florida – 20-22 April 

St. Louis Fine Print, Rare Book, & Paper Arts Fair at St. Louis, Missouri – 5-7 May 

StampShow – APS Summer Convention at Columbus, Ohio (possibly) – 9-12 August 

Georgia Antiquarian Book Fair (tentative) – 1-2 September 

Washington Antiquarian Book Fair at Rosslyn, Virginia – 28-29 September  
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